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"Covid Is Here to Stay," CDC Concedes After
Two Years Of Orwellian Hysteria
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At first, I wanted a good portion of this article to be a victory lap for
making the prediction earlier this year that we would see a major pivot
on how the media and authority figures would present Covid to the
public.

Among other things, on January 2, 2022, I predicted “one of the
largest mainstream media pivots in history in 2022, catalyzed by
capitalism and common sense”:

But what I do want to say is that I’m predicting for 2022
that the media is going to make one of the biggest pivots
on any topic it has ever made, on Covid.

“Shouldn’t be a problem,” you’ll think to yourself. “After all,
the media follows the truth, so what’s so tough about
making a pivot on a story?”

Let’s get real. We all know that the media - both sides of
the aisle - hates to correct itself, hates to pivot and hates
to do anything but double down on narratives that it is
being fed regardless of whether or not they are objectively
true.

For 2022, I’m gonna make a bold prediction. The media,
and maybe even politicians, are going to start to realize
that the narratives that they have been pushing with regard
to Covid, lockdowns, vaccinations and our economy are
no longer being accepted at face value by their viewers.

As much as I’d like to go full Barry Horowitz and spend this article
patting myself on the back, there are, unfortunately, some ugly lessons
from the entire debacle that I think are more important to digest.

If you haven’t heard this week, the CDC has dropped quarantine and
social distancing requirements for people who have come in “close
contact with an infected person.”

The Globe and Mail reported: “The changes, which come more than
2 1/2 years after the start of the pandemic, are driven by a
recognition that an estimated 95% of Americans 16 and older
have acquired some level of immunity, either from being vaccinated
or infected, agency officials said.”

Greta Massetti, a CDC epidemiologist came right out and said it last
week:

“We know that Covid-19 is here to stay. High levels of
population immunity due to vaccination and previous
infection, and the many tools that we have available to
protect people from severe illness and death, have put us
in a different place.”

I’d say the pivot is about two and a half years too late, but truth be told
it’s more like 12 to 18 months too late. After all, I was one of the
original voices that raised significant alarm about Covid from January
2020 all the way through early summer 2020, when no one else was
paying attention to it. My main reasons for being alarmist about it, at
first, were:

1. I simply don’t trust anything that China tells us

2. We had zero data coming out of anywhere else in the world
about the virus

3. There were startling social media images ostensibly from China,
appearing to show everyday randos just collapsing on the street,
authorities welding people inside of their apartments and the
government filling in driving tunnels with dirt - among
other totally rational measures

 

The entire world didn’t catch on to the fact that Covid was even a
news story until March 2020, nearly 2 months after I had been labeled
a fearmonger for crowing incessantly about it and alerting my Twitter
followers that I was taking pandemic precautions.

But in early summer 2020, I did a Periscope livestream at about the
same time the market was plumbing its lows and Bill Ackman was
proclaiming “hell is coming” on national television. The livestream was
called something like “Being A Contrarian During The Time Of A
Coronavirus” and it focused on stocks I’d like to be buying at the time
- namely, I remember mentioning financials and some blue chip
staples. I have no idea where the livestream went - I think it
disappeared into the annals of history now that Periscope has become
defunct. This photo of a fatter, bearded me drinking vodka is all I could
salvage:

Regardless, it was around that time we started to get data out of
South Korea and Italy that helped round out a better picture of just
how deadly (or not) the virus truly was.

After the summer of 2020 and after the Fed implemented QE-go-fuck-
yourself-we-do-whatever-we-want, I went on a buying spree in stocks
and joked that it would be a race to 4,000 between the SPX and the
price of gold.

I returned to my normal jiu jitsu training routine, went about daily life
without a mask and, for all intents and purposes, put the mental stress
of the virus far behind me. It was in that 6 to 12 months that the
generally public finally started to catch up to where those of us who
were doing our own homework were about the virus in January 2020.

Then, as the government-led herd has a tendency to do, everybody
overreacted in glaringly inefficient and overzealous ways, and we far
overshot the mark to deal with Covid, and the objective reality of what
the virus meant for us in our daily lives, in any reasonable fashion.

Today’s article is free because I believe its content is too important to
put behind a paywall. If you’d like to support my work and have the
means, I’d be humbled if you became a free or paid
subscriber: Subscribe now

Throughout 2021, the ugly economic effects of lockdowns begin to
surface, not only with small business owners who were forced out of
business, but also with major cities and municipalities across the
United States turning into third world countries.

The United States became a reality distortion field, where the country
came to a complete halt, but the Fed printed trillions of dollars to try
and paper over what had become the corpse of our economy.

This genius strategy is part of the reason we are staring face down into
the barrel of nearly double digit CPI.

The further into 2021 we got, the more the rhetoric ramped up, despite
the fact that vaccines were on their way. More lockdowns and travel
restrictions were imposed, despite earlier ones proving to be wholly
ineffective. A Soviet-style propaganda campaign was launched to get
everyone vaccinated.

Those who didn’t obey were stripped of their normal everyday rights -
some were even fired from their jobs.

Let us also not forget that after the vaccines were finally being
distributed, after waiting about 12 months for them and hearing about
how miraculous they would be non-stop, that it was only then that
CDC Director Rochelle Walensky said on national television that she
felt an “impending doom” about the virus.

“When I first started at CDC about two months ago I made a promise
to you: I would tell you the truth even if it was not the news we wanted
to hear. Now is one of those times when I have to share the truth, and I
have to hope and trust you will listen. I’m going to pause here, I’m
going to lose the script, and I’m going to reflect on the recurring
feeling I have of impending doom,” Walensky said.

New variants like Delta and Omicron were then peddled by
mainstream media as reasons to continue to trust “the science”.

The public and the media became addicted to Covid hysteria.

Meanwhile, the same “science” that was informing liberal automatons
like Rachel Maddow and Joe Biden that they wouldn’t catch Covid if
they were vaccinated (sources here and here), was forced to double
back on those claims.

 

As 2021 turned into 2022, I urged my readers that, if it was right for
them and their family members, to consider the idea of enjoying a
normal holiday season.

I had high hopes for the holidays in 2021, feeling like things were
inevitably returning to normal as objective truths and reason regarding
Covid sunk in deeper with anybody who had a couple of brain cells to
rub together.

It was about this same time that mRNA inventor Dr. Robert Malone,
M.D. and Dr. Peter McCullough both took to the Joe Rogan
Experience podcast and offered up some much needed, iconoclastic
points of view on the virus.

Heading into 2022, I was convinced that the media was going to be
forced to shift its narrative on Covid. In January, I also wrote that I
thought business owners would do away with vaccine and mask
mandates as capitalism and common sense would dictate the most
pragmatic path forward. I wrote eight months ago, in January:

As I alluded to earlier, I believe that a mass pivot is
happening not only in the mainstream media, but among
government entities tasked with overseeing the Covid
response. In short, the powers that be understand that the
citizens of this country have lost our patience with their
bullshit and, with mid-terms coming up, it’s probably the
only time over the last 2 years that anyone in government
is putting the people’s concerns over their own priorities.

This narrative shift will do a couple of things. First, after
this omicron wave passes, it should hopefully stir up a
discussion about natural immunity that’s about 18 months
overdue. Putting vaccine mandates aside, Omicron, given
its extremely infectious nature and mild effects, may wind
up acting like nature’s vaccine for
almost everybody anyway. People will start to understand
this concept and push harder on “the science” as to why it
has conveniently ignore the topic of natural immunity -
which has been proven to be more robust than vaccination
- thus far.

The second thing this narrative shift is going to do is allow
for momentum and media support of the idea to relax
some mandates and begin returning some locations that
have strict Covid protocols back towards normal. Such a
relaxation of Covid protocols will then empower local
business owners (the ones who haven’t been completely
ground into dust by Target, Wal-Mart or Amazon over the
last 18 months) to relax restrictions they may have in
place. This is where capitalism and common sense will
take over.

And as 2022 began to unfold, that’s exactly what happened. In fact, in
my hometown of Philadelphia, it happened almost immediately when
the city tried - for a second time - to impose mask mandates and
business owners banded together, sued the city, and then basically
told those in charge to go fuck themselves.

In other words, people finally had enough.

Once it became clear that the populace was growing disgusted with
the way the virus was being handled by those pulling the strings, the
CDC relented, and finally admitted this week that the virus is here to
stay and that natural immunity - and immunity in general - had
magically been achieved.

In some respects, it’s poetic that the CDC is telling us what we already
know. After all, they’re “in charge”, right?

I honestly believe that they wouldn’t be changing their official stance if
the public hadn’t already changed it for them. It has become
increasingly clear that citizens simply aren’t interested in being
mandated to take precautions that they don’t want to anymore. Those
who want to, or need to, are more than welcome and are encouraged
to. Otherwise, everyone else doesn’t seem interested in being
deputized as part of a war that they are completely apathetic about
fighting.
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There are a couple great lessons to learn from this.

The first lesson is that the people truly do have the power. In some
respects, it feels like the country made up the government’s mind for
them. Philadelphia is a great example. The idea of mandates was
causing more fights and civil unrest on a daily basis than it was
preventing. Business owners - not just restauranteurs and small
business owners, but also CEOs of airlines and executives of major
corporations - became upset at how spurious mandates were
affecting their businesses negatively. It became clear that the ends
definitely didn’t justify the means.

The second lesson is also a great one to behold, especially in light of
the Rube Goldberg-style caper that the rocket surgeons at the Federal
Reserve are currently in the midst of executing: the government is
usually late, usually overshoots the mark, and then fails to correct and
re-align itself accordingly.

Nobody took Covid seriously in December 2019 or January 2020,
which is when I first started reading about it. The signs were there: it
was being mentioned on the Bloomberg terminal every day and it was
even on the Fox News crawl every day. It wasn’t a major headline yet,
but the information was there that China was reporting cases of a new
coronavirus in Wuhan. Trust me, I know, because I spent an entire
month making Busta Rhymes-themed “Wuhan, got you all in check”
jokes before I realized the world may have stepped in some actual
shit. Behold exhibit A:

Our government, led by President Trump at the time, failed to take
action fast enough. When they did take action, I commended them for
instituting a travel ban and getting the ball rolling on vaccinations while
many on the left reverted to identity politics-themed games about
whether or not it was racist to say that a virus had originated in China.
Nancy Pelosi’s strategy at the time appeared to be to surround herself
with as many Chinese people as possible. Go figure.

The caption under the photo, from February 2020, reads:

Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi toured San Francisco’s
Chinatown Monday to send a message. She said there’s
no reason tourists or locals should be staying away
from the area out of fear over coronavirus concerns.

This poorly thought-out and horribly timed response to Covid is akin to
the Fed’s response to inflation right now. I have noted many times that
I think the Fed has hiked so much, so quickly, that we are going to be
blindsided by the consequences in credit markets over the next two
quarters.

The final lesson we can learn from this 180 degree about face by the
CDC is that it' is okay to ask questions - even moreso when the
narrative is being dictated by unilateral entities or overwhelming
groupthink.

Sometimes the government gets things right and sometimes they get
things wrong - but if there’s one thing we should have learned over the
last two years, it’s that more outspoken dialogue and Socratic method
about our response to the virus may have done us some good.

Instead, not unlike with the economy, the focus became
micromanagement, control and silencing those who raised questions
about the official narrative. And what good did that do? Precisely
nothing, other than serving to make the lunacy of days past even more
noticeable now that the CDC has relaxed its grip.

The Covid narrative - like any other narrative we are force fed - is like
the free market. Eventually, over time, the majority is always going to
arrive at the most pragmatic solution that is the most widely accepted.
Whether that solution comes from a government mandate, a populace
uprising or anywhere in between is moot. All that matters is that we
eventually arrive close to best practices.

The recent CDC guideline change is exactly that. A small group of
people will be horrified by the decision and will wonder how the
agency could ever change course - but the majority of free thinkers
will see it for what it really is: a long overdue and much needed return
to reason.

Today’s article is free because I believe its content is too important to
put behind a paywall. If you’d like to support my work and have the
means, I’d be humbled if you became a free or paid
subscriber: Subscribe now

This post is public so feel free to share it: Share
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questioned, I say that I refuse to dignify
something that has been used to ruin my
business and pending retirement plan with
some ridiculous PC name.  In response, I've
only received the deer-in-headlights gaze. 
But I'm going to add your "Saying "Covid" is
proof of being well propagandized and
programmed" language from now on.

J Frank Parnell
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We also need a 'true and proper' punishment
for those people and three letter agencies
that made access to life-saving Ivermectin
and other meds extremely difficult, costing
perhaps hundreds of thousands of lives.
Fauci et al...these people were criminal. The
media was criminal. There needs to be a
reckoning

moonshadow
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Same

wenger311
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Right on!  Thank you for standing up for all of us!

SamAdams
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So you're not working the morning drive through at
Burger King anymore? 

...................
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And big respect and appreciation to ZH, most
importantly its commentary denizens, preserving (and
testing its boundaries at times just the same!) my
sanity and helping me navigate the house of mirrors
and chaos that the usual suspects had engineered for
us!

Head in a swivel, no relenting, evil never sleeps!

Edward Abbey b-tchez
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COVID Satire/Memes/Jokes: Best COVID Logic
& Variant Memes (Longest 2 Weeks of Our Lives
Ends!)

COVID narrative has a Great Reset. Will there still
be a Midterm variant? Sheep pox, sheeple
essentials kit, how variants got named, US Open
logic, plus more COVID logic and COVID variant
memes! 

https://covidsteria.substack.com/p/covid-logic-
variant-memes-aug-14-2022

Citizen Satirist (CS)
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I can't believe that I dont have to be harrased and
berated for being an anti vax moron. Once the idiots
who took the jabs start dying en mass, I will rather
enjoy that label I once had.

Undesignated Survivor
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I'm sorry, but I don't believe that any of this is going
away.

Before the US midterms, there will be another
variant of something that will cause lockdowns.

They're not going to let this go. 

KyttenX
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Friend dies from stomach cancer last week looks like
a family member is now in the same boat.

From covid? ... From vaccine enhanced cancer.

The purebloods need to be insured with a far lower
health insuracne premium than the vaxxed who from
what I can see are needing more and more if not
constant medical attention.

I chose to ignore the dropped dead non-covid excess
deaths as an insignificant abberation.

I cannot get over how many people I am seeing
with illnesses ... and I dso not know that many
people.

 

GreatUncle
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The illness thing seems to be really sporadic. I
know two people who might have vaxx enhanced
disease-- one has memory loss issues that got
worse after the vaxx, the other has shingles that
won't go away.

Outside of that... no one. 

KyttenX
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Live free or die is a real thing for freemen.
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Thank you.

Gonefishin'
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Whoaaaaa!! due to ‘previous infection’… sorry officials.
 You do not get off that easily.  2 years of ‘must vax’ and
now they openly admit natural immunity?

No forgiveness for this.  Zero.

bloostar
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And since most vaccinated people got the COVID in
the end, what was more effective, the vaccine or
natural immunity? CDC doesn't know the answer yet. 

HC-CZ
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They’ll never know.  What I know is I’ve not given 2
hoots about it.  I never will comply.

bloostar
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"Doctors are baffled"....

SamAdams
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Those are not real doctors, just assholes with
medical degrees and overwhelming sense of
narcissism.  Thankfully, real doctors are much
easier to spot these days. 

Ginger Giraffe
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Usually when the Dr's proclaim "It's a
miracle!"

Kid Novaks
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Lesson learned ... better too fight them than take
their next vaccine over a fake pandemic
going forward.

That is what I learned ... next time anybody says
hey take your monkeypox vaxx too be safe I can
honestly say ... do you remember covid and
what happened ... Well then! Now f@ck off!

GreatUncle
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Oh I think they do but they are not saying zip....

Dornier27
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they know the shots are ineffective at preventing
covid.

desertdog
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Nobody 'got covid'. It doesn't exist, never been
proven, virology is pseudo science, the PCR test
doesn't prove anything, germ theory isn't a thing.

It doesn't exist.

1000 splendid suns
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I am starting too have serious isses on if Polio is
a virus or a breakdown product in the body from
an environmental issue.

Now satarting to raise its head when loads of
people likely vaxxed before are now developing
polio.

Ditto moneypox ... a form of chickenpox?

The whole epidomolgy science is starting too
look fake.

GreatUncle
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Yeah, after millions lost their jobs. Pretty amazing.

wick7
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The author errs when he states...."We all know that
the media - both sides of the aisle"

There is no "both sides" when it comes to mass
media. The only dissenting opinion in media comes
from internet based 'alternative media.'

ALL of mass media(TV and radio) is leftist
propaganda.

vealparm
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There are people on Twitter right now arguing that
natural immunity is bad for your health. The sheer
illogic is breathtaking.

wick7
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When are the Nuremberg trials?  When are the public
hangings?  When is the disgorgement of profits from the
criminals? 

Set The Edge
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Where have they hidden your brain?

Dogspurt
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Congrats Dogspurt for reaching the -50k milestone.

That's a lot of retarded commentary to get to that
score

driftr
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That's also his bowling score. 

YourOldShipmate
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When are you getting your next boostah? Please,
do keep us posted.

BorgNine
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This COVID-CON has been/is/was the largest and
most vicious scam in the history of mankind IMO. No
doubt a 
"Crime against Humanity."

vealparm
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yes, but now they come with the next one, even
bigger, where they will rob you blind in the broad
daylight with obscne energy costs and starve you
into submission, then you get a bowl of bugs when
you show your qr code of the latest injection

moderna already has updated kill shot which is
approved in UK for people above 50

NoPasaran
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When? When we get our Republic back and not a
moment before. It is going to take awhile and be
bloody. Many of the peeps will flee overseas but will
not be forgotten. So add some time there. 

Raging Debate
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I called bullshit since day 1

captain noob
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I know.  I can vouch for it.  I started a BS etf.  It’s
worth millions.

bloostar
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I'll admit it.... they had me going for a bit when they
were showing those fake collapses on Chna streets
and subways. Bozos.

JayPowell
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I was in the same boat, by mid to end of March I
absolutely knew it was all a lie

If it was as deadly and contagious as they said
they'd would have had to shut the whole world
down, they didn't

The coof for some reason understood economics,
it's truly an amazing virus

Why-Am-I-Banned
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The issues pointed out on ZH and the
contradictions in reality was what finally swung it
for me.

The question now is was the stimmy check
worth it? I don't think so.

No way they can halt the economic decay they
created through lockdowns.

GreatUncle
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Even when you've sworn to never be fooled again,
it's hard not to fall for the more clever BS they toss
at us.

brunski60
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Same here, they only had me with that for a couple
of days while I researched and learned no
coronavirus kills that way, from there I knew we
were headed straight to hell (oddly, a real pandemic
would have been less harmful).

BlackFlagUp
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About May 2020 when I finally saw through it.

If a boy runs round shoutng wolf, wolf for the first time
you have too take it seriously so as not too be eaten.

The wolf was the WEF and its minions in office.

GreatUncle
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The author is still part of the hypnotized herd, failing to
recognize and address the most important realization, that
it was never really about a "virus."  The
Coronahoax consisted primarily of marketing, essentially a
massive act of terrorism directed by eugenicists to
instill fear, elicit compliance and kill lots of unsuspecting
people. 

I'm guessing that he knows nothing of the Russian capture
of biolabs in Ukraine and other revelations sure to aid
deprogramming and bring us closer to accountability and
reckoning.  

Lore
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+10,000% Revelation is coming and with it
accountability, Nuremberg 2.0 style

The DTRA Defense Threat Reduction Agency has
acknopedleged over a dozen biolabs in the Ukraine,
'Fvck the EU' Vic Nuland as well...

Freeman of the City
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I can live with the wuflu. Fauci not so much.

Krink26
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Wow, Mr. QTR is a bit slow....  Sounding the alarm
early?  Poor guy.  Wonder who ties his shoes in the
morning?

Probably not wise to take advice from a person who
trusted our media and government.

SamAdams
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I’m looking at a “person” right now standing outside alone,
wearing blue mask, no one else is around them, I’m in
Georgetown, Tx today. 
 

i’ll tell you what’s gonna be with us for many years, it’s  not
just Covid but these  absolutely  mindless idiots that are
only listening to what the TV is telling them.

Dapper Dan
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There will be fewer of those idiots.

Cirdan
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Fortunately, the vaxx should mitigate that problem!

The Vel
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There's going to be a lot of orphaned and badly
messed up children. More than the cabal can
diddle and eat. We have a tough future ahead of us
no matter how you slice it.

Sparehead
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Separation of generations wipes the slate clean
of generational memory, especially about past
lessons learned. It wasn't coincidental that the
first demographic to be targeted was the elderly.
 Note also the targeting of groups with
comparatively greater focus on oral tradition --
specifically, native tribes. Groups without roots
are easier to Reset.  

Of course, eugenicists are also racists.  I was
puzzled by the apparent lack of pushback by
natives in particular. You'd think that they would
be sensitized to such elite hijinks, carrying the
narrative as they do of a legacy of cruel
treatment in residential schools, etc.  

It doesn't seem coincidental either that the story
of abuse in residential schools got
marketed hard recently in mainstream media,
culminating in visits and apologies by the guy
posing as the Catholic Pope, arguably a tactic of
distraction, since insiders may already have
ascertained that whole tribes are now sterilized
by the mRNA injections. Time will tell.  

Lore
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Their body, their choice.

Dogspurt
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Did you forget? You only believe that when it
pertains to a woman killing another viable human
being.

Sparehead
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Democrats only believe this in regard to abortion. 
They cheered on vax mandates and people getting
fired from their jobs.

fanbeav
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I hope they have all persished from the boosters
within a couple of years.

GreatUncle
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they will soon be expropriated and starved to death

their life expectancy shortened significantly in the last
2 years

NoPasaran
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Hate to be a vaxxtard who drank the Kovid Kool-aid poured
by the CDC, NIH, FDA and their MSM shills.

Waking up every morning wondering if this will be the day
the clots break loose causing a massive heart attack or
stroke.

Globalist Overlord
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stroke.

What a shitty way to live.
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A coward's life is not a pleasant one.

Grumpy Old Objectivist
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Nor is a freeman's, just different pressures.

BlackFlagUp
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The common cold is here to stay.

Translation: These people ruling the world are demons. 
FULL STOP!

Albertarocks
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Also permanent is whatever was delivered in those
lipid nano-particle mRNA injections they called
vaccines. The pollution of the human genome cannot
be undone.

Hoax Fatigue
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 When you are busy shopping, making money and
watching porn, the demons rise.

Greed, lust, envy and pride are what demons are
made of.

Neo Shrugs
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Coronaviruses mutate too quickly for any effective
cure other than a highly adaptive Immune System =
Healthy gut biome.

Epidemiologists / Virologists have been trying for 100
years to cure the common cold. Covid being 'cured' <
a year was total BS. Red Flag to those with a brain
cell.

Freeman of the City
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OK, I've had about enough of these authors who think this
was all a series of bad choices and science. It was nothing
of the sort. It was all planned and when it didn't go
according to plan, it was abandoned, period.

Pelosi went down to China town because she wanted
people to spread the Covid as fast as possible, same with
NYC mayor. She pushed for the Impeachment of Trump
seemingly out of nowhere in Nov, Schiff pushed it through
to a vote in Dec without allowing Trump to put on any sort
of defense. Then Pelosi held back the Articles of
Impeachment for over 2 weeks for no reason until the very
day the 1st US case of Covid was hospitalized. Then she
dropped it on the Senate where by the rules, they can take
up no other business until the Impeachment is dealt with.

The article fails to mention why the CDC, FDA, WHO, NIH,
etc.,  all took extreme measures to hide the actual cures
like Ivermectin or HCQ? This wasn't some oversight, it was
deliberate and it proves beyond a doubt that this idea of
the author's that it was all a gigantic mistake is false!

chubbar
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The author is stupid. Presidents died because they
didn't go with the farce.

They even tried to charge Bolsonaro with crimes
against humanity.

captain noob
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YES  pretty much this. two african presidents were
killed when they refused to go along 

dosvydanya_freedomz
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Some doctors also 'suddenly' died when tried
exposing the Covod fraud.

vealparm
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When you are conducting trials of a new protocol, you
go to great pains to make sure the experiment is not
contaminated. In this case, they wanted to prove it
was the "vaccine" that was benefitting the global
community, not other treatments like ivermectin and
hydroxychloroquine. This was not health care, this
was health science conducted on a global scale
(inadvertent as it may have been). 

And while a million fatalities sounds like a lot, it's only
0.015% of the global population. If it had turned out
the vaccines were good, and not a complete,
abject failure, that would have gone down in the
annuls of medical science as a monumental statistical
success, instead of "umm.. never mind, it's over
now, nothing to see here.."  

Steeley
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Oh Horseshit. You don't ignore a cure because you
are worried about contaminating an experiment.
You can isolate groups of Covid sick and trial them
both. You are making excuses and hoping they
sound plausible. Either you're an idiot or you are a
paid troll. No one would suggest your theory
otherwise.

chubbar
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You are confusing health care with health
science.

Steeley
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People are still dying from the vaxx and why their
objective has now failed.

Excess deaths and no pandemic really does not
add up does it?

GreatUncle
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They are trying to gaslight you for the sole purpose of
mitigating the detrimental actions they have taken the
last couple of years. The way injuries and death are
starting to pan out from the vaccines they forced upon
people they need the cover.

Investigate the author and you will probably find a
nice fat check from Gates and co.

GreatUncle
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Next up Monkeypox with a touch of polio... 

A September surprise is needed... something that will lock
people into their homes and prevent them from making it to
the polling place... something that will force voting my mail
or even by phone...

We are not done with these viral hoaxes... in fact we are
likely just getting started...

Lordflin
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They want military in the streets as well.  looking for
any excuse to do it.

desertdog
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Awful interesting stirring up the population before
the Assault weapons bill gets put up to a vote no?

Budnacho
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Cohencidence

El Fin de ZH
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or IRS with automatic rifles wearing police shirts
and body armor

same difference

ted41776
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Disagree Ted ... I am seeing CIA/FBI deadly
force private contractors even some military that
have to be sacked and will be quitely ushered
into the next military arm called the IRS.

Can you see the CIA or FBI director ... Peter
Strzok ... you got caught no need to worry we
are going to move you into the IRS where your
wages, pension and healthcare will be
maintained.

Thank you for your service for the Swamp.

Too far fetched ... I don't thinks so.

Well I know you and me are not going to be
employed by the IRS and benig prepard to use
deadly force how do you get that requirement
unless you have been a swamp murderous
b@stard?

GreatUncle
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Seasonal cold and flu have been and will continue to
be here. If you’re dumb enough to believe the BIG
PHARMA lies just know that AstraZeneca and J&J are
virus vector DNA vaccines. Pfizer and Moderna are
mRNA. All of the jabs code the body to make the
spike protein, the lethal part of the virus. And it’s
produced for an uncontrolled amount of time and at
an uncontrolled quantity. If this is too complicated to
understand then you’re a Karen.  

Hell even Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla has Covid. 

Z Freedom
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The election (for the dems) depends on it.

Singelguy
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Hey Lord.....haha, your quick downvoting 'pals' are
here again.

You should be honored that (((They))) fear you so
much.

Have a good day...... Sierra?

vealparm
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What kind of person gets off on following someone
around and down voting them? Such a strange
modern phenomenon. Do I knock on a friends door
and tell them I am officially now unfriending them?
Zuck created a perfect psychological torture
mechanism in the guise of “ connecting “ people. 
 

when I first joined here I made a decision never to
downvote someone unless I gave a reason. Then I
just gave the reason for disagreement. The whole
upvote/downvote thing seems more of a
distraction. It feels  Roman colosseumesque
 without the visuals and stench. 
 

Ok, now I am definitely protesting too much here. 
 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist
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Hey "Miff"...How the hell is it going? Long time
no talk to.

Hope you and D are doing fine and are keeping
your chickens clucking.

vealparm
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Sierra is still hanging in there... and I take her for a
walk around the farm each morning... I will be very
surprised if she makes it through this winter... but
hey... she has hung tough for a year now so it is
possible...

Each day I have with her is an absolute blessing
and I owe our vet... Bob is his name... a huge thank
you for the extra time he has given me... When the
time does come if I need to put her down Bob will
come out to the farm... this is where she needs to
go to sleep... and she needs to be in my arms...

Thank you so much for remembering and for
asking...

Lordflin
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My German Shepherd 2 year old just woke up
this morning with a bad limp on his hind leg....he
can hardly walk. He was just running yesterday
at full speed.

I know Shepherds can get bad hip dyslpasia,
hope it's not that. Taking him to the vet
tomorrow AM. Hopfully it's just a strain of
muscle issue.

vealparm
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Are you in an area with Lyme disease? I had
two dogs go to bed fine after long days out
running/playing and wake up (different times)
literally unable to walk.

I panicked the first time - thought he was
paralyzed. Vet took a look and said I think it's
likely Lyme - gave a round of antibiotics and
he was up and running in a day.

Same for the second one.

Sadly, it doesn't work so well with humans.

mtumba
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Could just be he found himself some kind of
hole to fall in... happens to my dogs from time
to time... likely nothing to worry about...

Lordflin
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They will set up some e-voting website where you can
vote from home.  1800VOTENOW type shit where
they will let you vote the same as your favorite
American Idol.  Vote early and often!

BlackFlagUp
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And while COVID is here to stay....if you took the
vaccines....not so much.....

Budnacho
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Life of your body producing spike proteins, forever. All
the jabbed I know are on their 2nd/3rd round of rona,
it’s quite funny. Flu in the summer. 

russian_troll_farm
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It's important to be clear, for the sake of people who
are still figuring it out.  The injection IS the pandemic.  

Lore
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That will be an epic Awakening if those people
finally see. I don’t think most have the courage to
do so. I look to the Doctors first, they are
universally asleep except for a few. Many nurses
already have finally figured it out. 
 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist
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doctors are criminal first and foremost

they are pretending like nothing happened, but
they fooled people into injections, they lied
about people with side effects, they lied about
side effects, and they made lots of money from
this crime against humanity

I do not trust ANY doctor anymore

NoPasaran
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The dystopia among the populace is
unbelievable also. Everyone(family and friends
included) I know who got the jab literally ALL
parrot the phrase...."Glad I got the Vax because
'my COVID' would have been far worse without
it".........after they get COVID, once, twice, three
times.

Literally everyone on of them. 

vealparm
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JUST PURE EVIL - KAREN - 'I HOPE YOUR KIDS DIE
FOR NOT WEARING A MASK' -
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RxWdoRU7CkzV/ (2
minutes)

She'll be getting another booster shot soon. Good
riddance, you evil witch.

GoodyGumdrops
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 (Edited)
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So Fat Karen at Burger King needs to LOSE WEIGHT.
She put HERSELF in more danger than that poor guy
with his kids. Jeez. Get a SALAD, Karen and ditch the
mask. You’ll be better off. 

AimeeZH
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I would've laid into that evil witch for saying that to
that little girl.

GoodyGumdrops
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That poor little girl was crying hysterically at the
end. What an awful thing to see. 

AimeeZH
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I think the man was holding a little boy, but
yeah, that little one was really upset. That evil
flippen witch.

GoodyGumdrops
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Why are they always so fat and ugly ?

Globalist Overlord
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She said she works at a HOSPITAL. The medical
industrial complex needs to mandate some DIETS
FOR FAT PEOPLE instead of MASKS FOR
HEALTHY PEOPLE. THAT would at least MAKE
SENSE. 

AimeeZH
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The San Diego school district recently announced students
will be required to wear masks when they return this fall.
The madness is far from over.

Oswald's ghost
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same in germoney, plus no heating, no lights and so
on

NoPasaran
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The only epidemic is that of hypochondriacs.

 

SilverNV
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I still wear N95 my mask in the car and shower / sarc
idiot Karens

Freeman of the City
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My son is now 14...almost 15 in Sept. While I have
sprinkled truth onto the kid, I have seen that he is now
equipped to deal with the hard truths I spill onto him. He
quietly digests things and then fires back questions beyond
his years. He's more mature than I was at the same age. I
was quite reactionary. I needed more time. This kid is ready
to have many curtains pulled back. 

 

The talks we are having about this entire COVID episode
are ground shaking for him. However, it has to happen.
While I want him to be a good steward to others, and to his
overall communities, I want him to be damned near
ungovernable. 

warpigs
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Mine are older.  They don’t listen to me.  

Gone
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I used to tell mine to question everything. Of
course, they turned that against me at every
opportunity. However, it worked out well in the end.
They're decent well adjusted young adults and
they're now impressed by much of the "crazy stuff"
dad talked about coming true before their eyes.

Sparehead
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This guy makes no mention of vaccine injuries and deaths. 
This is someone I'll never take seriously as  a
consequence.  In fact it sounds like he fully supported the
rushed vaccines.   

He also fails to mention that the treatment protocol of
remdesivir and intubation was also killing many people.   

Also early treatment options were never provided as an
option by the authorities in charge.  That of course included
no mention of natural treatments such as D3, C, Zinc and
Quercetin. 

 

JethroBodine_
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I hardly read anything now unless it comes from Tyler
Durden.  

Gone
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considering the quality of your inane comments,
that's not a surprise

Physics Returns
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They love their vax

Algo Rhythm
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I predict that I will continue to give zero fucks about
anything the CDC or the American government says. They
are all proven LIARS. 

Lucky Guesst
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I'll still give it a little more than zero fucks. There's at
least a little value in exploring the opposite of
whatever they're recommending. It's like the fake fact
checkers. Being "fact checked" as false is now
additional evidence for something being true.

Sparehead
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 They are saying global warming is a problem.

 

I take it that means we are entering an ice age.

desertdog
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Exactly!

Sparehead
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My gestation period of concern over the early days of
Covid lasted about 2-3 weeks, and always with a healthy
skepticism. After devouring information from all sides, my
gestation period ended knowing full wlell this was complete
bullshit. Since then, nothing surprising. Now they're
struggling to figure out a soft landing for this scam. It
should be easy, people are sheep.

Pro_sanity
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Look at all these young healthy people croaking suddenly
while the media blames nonsense like climate change
anxiety for these deaths.

Glad my family did not take the prescribed gene therapy
shot. We got sick and got better without it.

 

Farflungstar3
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The largest farce in human history 

yuck
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The biggest IQ test

Those who fail, die

captain noob
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A test and elimination mechanism all rolled neatly
into one and self-administered to boot.

Genius.

BorgNine
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Maybe. 9/11 and some tales concerning WW II are
worthy contenders.

PeterLong
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Broadest, perhaps then. Nearly every nation on
Earth 

🌎

 signed up. In recorded history, has there
ever been such unanimity? 

yuck
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No, and that's what makes it so frightening,
nowhere to run, nowhere to hide.  It could be a
blessing in disguuse as it means fight or die.

BlackFlagUp
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There's some serious competition for that "largest
farce in human history" title going on right now..

Steeley
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I remember when we used to call it influenza and there
were 300K cases of it a year in the U.S.  

csc61
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It's not the flu, bro.

 

Dogspurt
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No, it isn't the flu, it's the common cold. Look it
up. 

HC-CZ
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A rose by any other name smells the same. 

Singelguy
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New flue is up this fall ... as they are develping the
new novel vaccine for it BPL-1375.

Oh good ... open gain function on the influenza
virus now.

GreatUncle
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It's not a vaccine, bro.

Btw, when are you getting your next boostah? I'm
so interested in following your progress.

BorgNine
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Seasonal influenza fell from 8.7% to 0.02% during the
Plandemic. I had Covid 2X. It is real and feels
synthetic, but nothing to wet your ;panties about.

If you have good nutrition. Vitamins C, D, Zinc and a
healthy gut biome, very few worries. Ivermectin a real
plus.

Freeman of the City
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CDC corrupted by money.

FDA corrupted by money.

Politicians corrupted by money.

Fed is corrupt, banks are corrupt, big pharma is corrupt,
healthcare and hospitals are corrupt.

FBI, CIA, Military brass, MSM, big tech...all corrupt.

Society is fvcked.

OldNewB
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The money itself is corrupt.  Everything else follows.

Fix the money / fix the society.

mtumba
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What's left to fix for me? I've sold everything I own,
then exchanged the proceeds into peer to peer
currencies secured by cryptographic mathematics! 

I'm_OK_with
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FCC (captured agency)- S.M.A.R.T. phones are
weapons people pay to aim at their own heads. I've
never seen anything so sustainably ignorant as smart
phone zombies for decades.  Months ago, or more it
has come out that tech works w/ the clot shot. The
zombies reaction - meh...

Watch how this message gets ignored & hated. That's
the mind control (govern-ment) working its black
magic.

Cult of the Sun
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Peak idiocy at its finest, re:  Covid. 

Sad to report, that even on a remote lake in the woods of
Montana there are still citiots that show up wearing a mask.

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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Same here. We went to a popular mountain resort this
weekend and still seeing about 5-10% of people fully
masked. They look like complete morons.

Brushy
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At least it makes it easy to identify the idiots.

SERReal1
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Yup. We were shopping at a souvenier shop
when about 4 of them came in...the whole mood
of the room changed and we got out of there.

Brushy
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Good decision.  You wouldn't want their
liberalism and wokeness to penetrate your
skin through osmosis.   

JethroBodine_
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You should see the number of masked morons at
Brandon Falls National Park visiting "The Spot".

Hoss N. Pfeffer
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What will the Karens do now that they can no longer bully
and shame others for not wearing a mask or getting
vaxxed?

Who am I kidding? The Karens are DOA after getting
double vaxxed and triple boosted!

Globalist Overlord
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Yup, but first they'll post their ignorant rage to Tictoc,
like that moron that screeched about gas prices and
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2 Reply"

like that moron that screeched about gas prices and
went on to blame it on the Christian right. I'm still
scratching my head over that one.
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Sure was a long two weeks...

Christianman
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I’m still not totally convinced Covid even exists. My sister
got pretty sick, but that after getting the vaccine.

wick7
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everyone who gets the vaccine gets it. 

Dieu
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The vaxx is the disease.

fuct
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I've moved on to seriously doubting the existance of
viruses, at least as an invading "germ".

Sparehead
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Enjoy your ignorance

Physics Returns
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You too...

Sparehead
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Foreign DNA and RNA are found in us, animals,
insects and plants.   And what we find is not just
the genetic traces of bacteria, fungi, or parasites
but actual replicative strands of DNA/RNA in
copious quantities within cells foreign to us.  So
yes viruses do exist, but they have never provided
evidence that Sars-Cov-2 does.

Toxicosis
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From the start actual science epidemiologists said that the
Covid-19 virus was here to stay and that eventually most
people on earth would have been exposed to it.  Most
people would recover quickly, but some would get very ill. 
The best course was to take measures to slow the infection
rate so that hospitals and emergency rooms weren't
overwhelmed by a very rapid spread and a great influx of
very sick people.  "two weeks to two months to slow the
spread".  That's was the actual science epidemiologists
and virologists recommended.

Then the political science folks got hold of a "crisis" they
could exploit.  By the time they were done they'd grabbed
much more power and control and spent about 3 trillion
"emergency dollars".  The Covid Pandemic was cover for
everything from clobbering Trump supporters to bailing out
the City Of Chicago.

The crisis opportunity is now over, so we're back to
"Everyone will eventually be exposed to the virus; it's here
to stay."  Right where we were when it was first discovered.

itstippy
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the world will clock 600 million "cases" in a few weeks
- infections probably 2-3 times that - "cases"
measured at above 35 cycles using a RT-PCR test
that has been withdrawn from EUA. no publicity
around that.

Review report Corman-Drosten et al. Eurosurveillance
2020 – CORMAN-DROSTEN REVIEW REPORT
(cormandrostenreview.com)

"External peer review of the RTPCR test to detect
SARS-CoV-2 reveals 10 major scientific flaws at
the molecular and methodological level:
consequences for false positive results.

In case of virus detection, >35 cycles only detects
signals which do not correlate with infectious virus as
determined by isolation in cell culture [reviewed in 2];
if someone is tested by PCR as positive when a
threshold of 35 cycles or higher is used (as is the case
in most laboratories in Europe & the US), the
probability that said person is actually infected is less
than 3%, the probability that said result is a false
positive is 97% "

600 million "cases" in 31 months = 232 million a year.
out of a population of 7.8 billion = 3% per annum

of that 3% per annum, 95% recover, a little over 1%
die and 3% are active at any one time - those
percentages cn be adjusted for the 2-3 times the
number of infections that go unnoticed.

the key global stat IGNORED BY THE WHO  is that
before injections there were 70m "cases" and 1.7
million deaths with covid19 present, after 20 months
and 12.5 billion doses administered globally, there are
600m cases and 6.5 million deaths.

the injections were touted as reducing infections and
deaths, instead, in order to prevent deaths of 1% of
3% annual cases, 12.5 billion doses have
INCREASED "cases" by 530 million and deaths by 4.8
million

the WHO silence is deafening. the injections are a
global genocide never before seen in human history in
INCREASING THE DEADLINESS OF THE PANDEMIC.

now factor in the4 deaths and injuries CAUSED by the
injections under-reporting factor of 40, using VAERS +
EUDRA as a representation of one eight of global
doses - you get 20 million dead and 1.7 billion injuries
(multiple per person) across the world.

THIS IS SO FAR. THE INJURIES WILL HASTEN
MORTALITY BY CAUSING MASS CO-MORBIDITIES

the spike protein is a poison. causing the body to
manufacture the poison is madness.

hooligan2009
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THE CDC IS A PRIVaATELY HELD CORPORATION THEY
ARE NOT GOVERNMENT.

WHY HAVE WE GIVEN THEM SO MUCH POWER.

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-
news/disease/cdc-is-a-private-organization-not-
government/

Goldbugger
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Congress need to rewmove the power they gave
them.

Any policy they want to be empowered should go
back to Congress to be voted upon.

GreatUncle
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Just like the Fed.

CK_
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The Federal Reserve is not federal and has no
reserves.  Empire of Lies, land of the fee, home of the
slave.

BlackFlagUp
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Yet I still see morons in the stores wearing face diapers... 

What a mess_man
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Be thankful.

They've announced in advance that they're credulous,
fearful Statists who are untrustworthy, who would kill
you if given the opportunity.

mtumba
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I think all the democrats should be forced to wear
them

 

3wood
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Forever

mtumba
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Those are generally senior citizens that hang on every
word they get from the media.

RanditeMan
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Golly, I hope Dieu / Pearls to Swine, Charlie Johnson,
Spurt, Ghost / Toast, mtnrunner and Hadrian have stuffed a
mask up their azzes just in case, re: AzzPox / sarc

Freeman of the City
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Don't leave out mtnrunner who was pushing the vaxx
non-stop on ZH.

Globalist Overlord
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And got very sick...

Booster 9/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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Well said as they're all believers in the governments
benevolance and altruism. 

yerfej
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It's not a mask you should be using for anal...

Dogspurt
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Pro tip?

ohm

It's not a mask you should be using for
anal...
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You would know Doggie

Freeman of the City
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How do you suck your boyfriend off with a mask?

BlackFlagUp
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Covid is propaganda; it doesn't exist. They faked the whole
thing by using PCR as a diagnostic tool to manufacture
false-positives, hence why they didn't put their plan into
action until right after Kary Mullis had died. It would've
been extremely inconvenient for them to have PCR's
inventor calling out their lies.

It's rather telling how the common flu all but vanished
concurrent with the advent of the UN/WEF-concocted
plandemic. They needed a fake crisis to justify injecting
people with a bioweapon and lock down the world so that
TPTB could consolidate more power and wealth. How
anyone could trust big pharma after they were granted
legal indemnity is beyond me, especially when you take
into consideration their sordid history of releasing
medicines and injections which are subsequently found to
be dangerous.

Fluff The Cat
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Repost .. After 2 years the CDC still can't provide a sample
of the virus!

NEVER TRUST CELEBRITIES

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Uu0YIbdu2Y3A/

Dr.Derek Knauss said something everyone should hear.
(starts 21.25 min into video)
The CDC heads should be charged with CRIMINAL fraud,
political racketeering, along with Dr Fauci, Bill Gates and
every elected official promoting this scam!   

p.s.

Social media can also be sued for any number of reasons
(removing or banning individuals) regarding censorship
about covid. You can also throw in main stream news
outlets for being co- conspirators to the fraud!

JoeShmoe
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Gotta clear the deck for monkeypox.

Virgil Krenshaw
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The poop deck.

inflation millionaire
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Quick on your feet 'im'

vealparm
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I hear ya. But I think they have something much worse
lined up.

Krink26
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buttholepox is completely avoidable, just stay away
from the buttholes

ted41776
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Oh, but it's so difficult...  

Everyone should be required to wear at least two
buttplugs before entering a public place...  

Lore
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Or Polio - apparently it’s been detected in the water in
NY and London. Coincidence? 

Z Freedom
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Polio was really caused by DDT poisoning, not a
"virus'.  Polio and MonkeyHoax are "detected" by
the same flawed PCR test.  PCR is only good for
manufacturing DNA strands, not "testing" for
anything.

CK_
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@ZFreedom

Forget the virus for a second and see it in a new
light.

I had a virus and it wreaked havoc on my muscle
mass that what termed CK count was massively
high so muscle breakdown was occuring. That
muscle breakdown is actually a body repair
mechanism because body builders can elevate the
CK count through training.

Just mine occured no training - Haemotologist
words "I had to go read up on your condition and if
I had been slightly higher I would have diagnosed
you with polio".

Thats from the mouth of the doc ... so my question
is Polio a virus or a mutated cell effect from cell
breakdown from a damaged body.

If so what would cause that damage? The covid
vaxx could be a contender.

A very similar thinks seems to be happenign with
monkeypox and a live chickepox in the body now
able to become free because the immune system
was crushed.  

GreatUncle
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This in itself starts to explain why in Africa Gates
polio vaxx was causing Polio.

GreatUncle
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I realized it was a scam when I saw videos of dancing
nurses and doctors and viewed hastily thrown up, large
inflatable huts next to hospitals that remained empty...
Critical thinking and research kept me away from being
jabbed...

Able Ape
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I couldn't get past "the science", which was

Sparehead
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I couldn't get past "the science", which was
remarkably similar to the "settled science" of the
globull warming climate hoax.
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If you like your natural immunity you can keep your natural
immunity….

Blazewon
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Yeah I am.

Gone
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"Our government, led by President Trump at the time, failed
to take action fast enough. When they did take action, I
commended them for instituting a travel ban and getting
the ball rolling on vaccinations..."

Good article except for that part. The official death toll from
corona has been bullsht, so none of the "action" was even
necessary. And as for the vaccines, well you know...

Kanzen Saimin
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The COVID "virus" is a complete hoax.  China is controlled
by the globalists which is why they kicked it off.  (Those
who doubt this should recognize the globalists built up
China in the first place because China is their model for the
NWO.)  The reason for the hoax was to trick the world into
taking the depopulation shot.  My guess is all of the clot
shots were manufactured YEARS ago in preparation for
Agenda 2030.

Is COVID really over?  I doubt it but enjoy the holiday while
you can.  We're in the calm before the next storm-
cyberattack? Alien Invasion?  WW3?
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Locked down then jabbed then sky high energy costs.
 Looking a lot like Agenda 2030.

Gone
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Force jabs I would add which are illegal.
 Nuremberg for them all.

Gone
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You must follow Dr David Martin.   Smart fellow and
what he has to say is quite sobering.

 

Why Does Trump Keep Promoting the Vaccine?
(rumble.com)

JethroBodine_
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Everyone thank the godfather of the vaccine.... The
Donaldster himself.

JayPowell
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WARP SPEEEED!!!

Oswald's ghost
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Warp speed to tryranny

JayPowell
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That would be Fauci, not Trump. Trump is not and
was not a scientist or a doctor. He relied on people
like Fauci and Brix to provide advice. They led him
down the wrong path.

Singelguy
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Umm... what do you mean "wrong path"? The virus
was created in a lab with the specific goal of
proving a vaccine could be rapidly developed to
fight and contain it. The only thing that went awry
was that they didn't intend to test the hypothesis
using the entire fvcking planet as a petri-dish. But,
since it escaped, the experiment was on. They just
had to get around the onerous safety and
effectiveness demonstrations that the FDA would
require them to do to release the vaccines to the
public, that they weren't as subject to in clinical
testing.   

Fauci, Collins, and Dazak (who in March of 2018
approached DARPA for funding to do exactly this
on a much smaller scale, and was flatly refused due
to unaddressed risks), and others "et. al."
convinced Trump about the absolute need to
"boldly leap into action to save humanity" - there
was "no time for caution, this was a global
emergency with the fate of mankind at risk".. This
wasn't the "wrong path", this was the experiment
all along, just not supposed to be on this scale.

The fact it failed is unfortunate, not just for the cost
of failure, but for the inevitability that some asshat
is going to say "I think I know what went wrong"
and at some point in the near future will propose to
do it again, this time with a somewhat different
approach. It's science, after all.
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Yeah I go along with that but as president he
should have got more opinions from people outside
of the swamp. That he kept swamp creatures in
place to manipulate his administration was Trumps
biggest mistake.

I give him one credit and it is the gift that keeps
on giving ... how utterly criminal and corrupt the
swamp is.

GreatUncle
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We all get the benefit of "twenty-twenty
hindsight". There isn't a person on this planet
that hasn't, at some point, said "In retrospect, I
shudda known.. I shudda seen it coming."  (If
not, they're still idiots).

I've never been ripped off by someone I didn't
trust, and Trump discovered that in DC,
especially, there's nobody he can trust. There's
one more lesson he may learn, in the unlikely
event that he gets re-elected and actually
manages to drain the swamp and "right the ship
of state" so to speak, and that is that
literally everyone will hate him for actually doing
it, even those who claim to wish someone would
do it now.
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Trump is part of the cabal but perhaps not a 100%
puppet like Biden.  All of the major politicians
KNOW what's really going on (depopulation).  It's a
Uniparty!

CK_
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As we have clearly seen now with Biden, the
White House is nothing more than the PR branch
of the "deep state", and as Biden admitted last
week, Queen Pelosi is one of the movers and
shakers (if not THE mover and shaker). So it was
with Obama, and quite possibly Bush and
Clinton before him. Trump, not being a
politician, didn't accept that role, which is why
Pelosi impeached him .. twice.   

Remember, Trump said to the country "They're
not coming for me, they're coming for you. I'm
just in the way."

Steeley
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I don't blame him entirely.

His mistake was accepting the "Medical Community
Liars" words....WHO,CDC, NIH, Fauci, Birx...as
'infallible.'

vealparm
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you and your TDS.  Get some help.  

Lord Raglan
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Covid is here to stay and so is my BS O meter.  Never
forget.

JayPowell
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There are 12 people in my family, 8 of us unvaxed. 4 of us
have had covid multiple times - guess which 4 that was?
No vax = no covid. And no a positive test isn't a disease,
nor is a bit of a cold a pandemic. 

secretspaniel
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There is nothing in this article worth reading - that
everybody here - didn't already know - like forever ago ffs.

Pareto
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The author certainly patted himself on the back
several times.

Bay of Pigs
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gezzzus yes!

Pareto
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Fauci deserves a quick trial and firing squad, nothing less.

75thInf
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Those who disagree have not been paying attention..
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1. I simply don’t trust anything that China tells us. WTF?
Exactly which government do you trust?

Set The Edge
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This article is whitewashing the truth. 

Set The Edge
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The Common Cold is here to stay.

Scornd
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Is there anyone out there that can still think and support the
Canadian Truckers , The U.S. Truckers , The Dutch ,
Canadian and American Farmers against this attempt at
Global Takeover by the WEF using fraudulent means and
criminal behaviour ? All mandates MUST END NOW !!! The
carbon agenda MUST BE STOPPED IN ITS CRIMINAL
TRACKS !!!

bbob
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Lies and BS the whole time, experimental jabs, Face
Diapers. Plexiglass hanging everywhere lol  I think the
plastic bag would work better than 3 masks.

3wood
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/dup

the world will clock 600 million "cases" in a few weeks -
infections probably 2-3 times that - "cases" measured at
above 35 cycles using a RT-PCR test that has been
withdrawn from EUA. no publicity around that.

Review report Corman-Drosten et al. Eurosurveillance 2020
– CORMAN-DROSTEN REVIEW REPORT
(cormandrostenreview.com)

"External peer review of the RTPCR test to detect
SARS-CoV-2 reveals 10 major scientific flaws at the
molecular and methodological level: consequences for
false positive results.

In case of virus detection, >35 cycles only detects signals
which do not correlate with infectious virus as determined
by isolation in cell culture [reviewed in 2]; if someone is
tested by PCR as positive when a threshold of 35 cycles or
higher is used (as is the case in most laboratories in Europe
& the US), the probability that said person is actually
infected is less than 3%, the probability that said result is a
false positive is 97% "

600 million "cases" in 31 months = 232 million a year. out of
a population of 7.8 billion = 3% per annum

of that 3% per annum, 95% recover, a little over 1% die
and 3% are active at any one time - those percentages cn
be adjusted for the 2-3 times the number of infections that
go unnoticed.

the key global stat IGNORED BY THE WHO  is that before
injections there were 70m "cases" and 1.7 million deaths
with covid19 present, after 20 months and 12.5 billion
doses administered globally, there are 600m cases and 6.5
million deaths.

the injections were touted as reducing infections and
deaths, instead, in order to prevent deaths of 1% of 3%
annual cases, 12.5 billion doses have INCREASED "cases"
by 530 million and deaths by 4.8 million

the WHO silence is deafening. the injections are a global
genocide never before seen in human history in
INCREASING THE DEADLINESS OF THE PANDEMIC.

now factor in the4 deaths and injuries CAUSED by the
injections under-reporting factor of 40, using VAERS +
EUDRA as a representation of one eight of global doses -
you get 20 million dead and 1.7 billion injuries (multiple per
person) across the world.

THIS IS SO FAR. THE INJURIES WILL HASTEN
MORTALITY BY CAUSING MASS CO-MORBIDITIES

the spike protein is a poison. causing the body to
manufacture the poison is madness.

hooligan2009
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Its coming back. They were too successful and there is too
much power on the line for them to let this go.

They're going to go back and study this, tweek their
models and add this whole experience to their quiver of
control tools.

Brushy
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Focus control groups poring over where they went
wrong.  Didn’t manage to stick it to the entire world.

Gone
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Yup. Psy-ops experts meeting with media
propagandists, pouring over the data as we speak.

Brushy
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Getting ready for winter.  Guaranteed they can
rustle something out of the first sneeze.
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lte's be clear,  it was CONGRESS that stripped ordinary
Americans of their rights. All the Faucis of this world did
was provide for the lies that CONGRESS used to evicerate
the U S Bill of Rights. The really bad people are those you
trusted and sold you out.

 

MyOpinion141
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I don't trust anyone, least of all a GD politician or
bureaucrat in DC.

Save the world!  Will someone please nuc DC from
space?  Thank you.  Concerned citizen.

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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True but the executive and judicial branches are
equally guilty of corrupting the republic.

Sparehead
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So the obvious question is,   Why isn't Anthony Fauci in
prison ?
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can't jail the science or the rainman.

 

karzai_luver
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Because he works for the people in charge.

Brushy
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Because the syndicate owns the justice system, too.

LeadPipeDreams
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Hopefully he will be sometime before he dies.

Gone
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The truth of the matter is the CDC had no phvcking clue
what it was doing. They couldn’t even tell us with 95%
confidence how it is spread, how to kill it, and how to
prevent it. Wearing masks** were a placebo at best as their
was no standard ever defined or ‘certified’ masks to
prevent transmission. We have seen too many cases where
one family member catches the virus but no one else in the
family caught it, and vice versa where one person caught
and rest of the family caught it.

Just some elementary research could have answered a lot
of questions that would have been beneficial. Instead we
had too many people playing political football with Covid
and no ‘authoritative’ source. Fauci was a joke! 

 

**Yes, a mask may help when someone is coughing or
around someone coughing as the mask would suppress
the distance of the spread

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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Well said.

Ignore the down vote by the paid Communist Chinese
Flu Weapon virus troll.

Festus
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I researched the hell out of masks and determined
that with no standard and no certification level
applied that the credibility of the people telling us
to mask up was equivalent to following them
walking right over a cliff. Nearly all the masks were
made in China. I ordered some several times and
received some well built ones and some real cheap
ones that fell apart. That was my first eye opener
when I realized there was no standard and no data
behind telling us to mask up. Thats when I said its
time for common sense

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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How about early on all the women...thousands,
millions.....making them at home on their sewing
machines?

Out of old tee shirts, underwear and
other assorted materials....and wearing them, as
if they did any good.

And then all the people wear a single paper
mask for 2-3-4 months throwing it on the car
seat or floor, getting filthy....but still wearing it.
Hospitals and doctors offices are still handing
them out and require their use.

vealparm
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Masks actually were quite helpful - if I saw someone
wearing one I assumed they were sick and stayed
away from them and insisted they stay away from me.
Perversely, if they were sick many of them wanted me
to wear a mask too, and approached me to let me
know that.

I mean, like, if you're taking chemo, don't even insist I
shave my head in solidarity. GTF away from me..    

Steeley
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CDC knows exactly what's going on.  The only
"bioweapon" are the clot shots.  The COVID "virus' is
a complete hoax!

https://rumble.com/v1cujop--poornima-wagh-has-2-
phds-in-virology-and-immunology.html

CK_
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Covid measures are now only a reaction to what they see
as severe economic problems coming down the line.

There is no virus at all, but there is an economic
collapse coming, and they think these measures will
control the population. 

Dieu
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Yup. Keep the people divided and contained, and
herd them toward the needle: literal demand
destruction. 
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You're right on the money.   This was an excellent
summation of what you've just stated.

What Was Covid Really About? Triggering A Multi-
Trillion Dollar Global Debt Crisis.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-capitalism-
friedrich-boris/5785964
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Overnight repo collapse mid-Sept 2019 and presto
a few months later the fraud flu comes along.

BlackFlagUp
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Exactly.   I listen intently to Greg Mannarino and
caught that and his warning back in September
of '19.   This was all planned by the central
banks and global power elite very well.  
Hyperinflation and global economic collapse
were already in the cards.  They just needed to
invent a patsy.  And they committed.
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I exited the casino after that as that was a
very bad omen.  The problem if we are right is
that this means we are living in an endless
crisis as the cabal needs a new trick.

BlackFlagUp
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"Covid Is Here to Stay"

This is how these psychopaths manipulate and deceive.
They mix truth in with their lies. "Covid" is a cold/flu, so of
course it's here to stay. What happened to the flu in 2020?
It was renamed Covid-19.

And I believe COVID-19 means Certificate Of Vaccination
IDentification and 1 = A and 9 = I. Bill Gates even named
their future digital identification ID2020...the year when this
all rolled out. Coincidence?

In the near future, their new monetary/social credit system
will require everyone worldwide to have this digital ID which
is merging the Internet of Things with The Internet of
People.

GoodyGumdrops
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In the meantime, Novak Djokovic is barred from entering
the US for tennis tournaments because he's a pure blood.

 

TexasDan40
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Aren't the terms "pure blood" and "inbred"
interchangeable? I believe they are.

Charlie D Johnson
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It's amazing what some people believe!

Refusing the clotshot has nothing to do with
screwing your sister.

 

Octagon

Aren't the terms "pure blood" and "inbred"
interchangeable? I believe they are.
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charlie johnson still should not be screwing his
sister, or his mother for that matter
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The latest strategy from the CDC, a.k.a. Klaus Schwab's
WEF, is to normalize a new major cause of death, just like
they have done with cancer.

The CDC attributed 748 deaths in the US for last
Wednesday to this misnamed cold. Of course, colds don't
kill anyone. Doctors prescribing Remdesivir do, however.

 

Kelley
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Take a few more “jabs” we haven’t got your DNA 

🧬

changed yet but we’re working on it .. soon you’ll be a
zombie or worse.

Skip59
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Its easier to fool someone than to convince them they've
been fooled. 
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the lesson of the covid scam is that the bottom half of the
class rules the world. if the bottom half of the class buys
some dumb idea then the rest of us have to follow or be
rejected from mainstream society. 9/11 is another great
example of the dumbest people leading the zeitgeist. it
took more than 10 years to say publicly that 9/11 was an
inside job involving foreign .govs including israel.
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No it is not a 'return to reason'.

It is a strategic retreat, because they saw that the public
had escaped their hypnosis.

If you still, after all this, think that the CDC, the FDA, Big
Pharma, and the MSM are basically OK guys who made a
mistake --

Well then they will kill you.
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Shooting yourself in the head is "likely" one of the best
ways not to get Covid.
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I sold my Motorcycle recently. It pained me but one of
the reasons was there are so many jabtarded
mindless drivers and phone junkies on the road trying
to kill me, and I didn't want to die of covid.
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You may be in denial about the lesson you should have
learned first and foremost; never inject experimental
technology, especielly if the government is providing it, for
“FREE”. 

Long Bullets
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Even the most anti-ivermectin study showed that if
everybody took ivermectin as a prophylactic, it would drive
Covid to extinction. Literal extinction... it would no longer
exist (except in the lab that made it). And the cost would be
a small fraction of what we've spent on the non-vaccines.
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My horse wanted to upvote you, but I overruled him.

Charlie D Johnson
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you know that ivermectin cure piles and anal warts
right? throw away your rubber ring and get some.
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I see nothing in the Constitution that enables or empowers
the federal government to get involved in healthcare any
more than abortion. 

And we know what the Dobbs decision says.  
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What a load of crepe. this guy probably also invented the
wheel & the internets.

I'd hate to see the unimportant ones. Is this his farcebook
page ? There was no covid, ever.

Cult of the Sun

Today’s article is free because I believe its content
is too important to put behind a paywall.
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Every politician running for any office must be asked if they
will introduce/support/vote to pass legislation to prevent a
recurrence of unaccountable Administrative State Medical
Tyranny.

Any who won't should be automatically rejected.

They failed their test run. There will be  more.
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The only reason the CDC and FDA are admitting anything
at all is because of the upcoming midterms.

If the Dems retain control after November the hysteria WILL
BE BACK.
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CDC/FDA and DemoKraps sense the possibility of
Karmageddon.
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now that the GMO’ed vaxers are building their ADE, time to
let the winter bugs work their magic. 
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Vitamin D3, Zinc/Quercetin, NAC, etc. should be
regularly taken by these people...unless they're
woketarded jab/mask pushers. In that case I'm
content to let them rely on their "gene therapy" death
shot. They wouldn't listen anyway.
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only a moronic mouth breathing Biden supporter would
think that 

phillyla

Shouldn’t be a problem,” you’ll think to yourself.
“After all, the media follows the truth, so what’s so
tough about making a pivot on a story?”
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They need to admit the masks don’t work. THAT would be
real progress. Just had a repairman to the house, all
masked up in a cloth mask because his wife is “high risk”.
Sigh. Only a K100 is gonna do a damned thing, and even
THAT isn’t enough to justify the hassle and discomfort. It’s
so annoying that people haven’t figured this out on their
own. They are waiting to be told. 

AimeeZH
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What he meant was his wife if a fat sow diabetic who
runs his beta life.

Hoss N. Pfeffer
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I guess they have infected enough people with their poison
jabs and just waiting to them dropping like flies. 

Look up Jacques Attali 1981.  The plan was put in place. 
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No link?  You mean I have to try and figure out WTF
you were trying to say?  Come on dude . . .

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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“The stupid will believe it and ask to be treated”
Pandemic to DePopulate 1981 | Armstrong
Economics
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Thank you for clearing that up. I have it saved on
my computer.  

GeorgeOrwell1984
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                          Jacques Attali wrote in 1981

This is what Jacques Attali wrote in 1981, who was
then an advisor to François Mitterrand:

“The future will be about finding a way to reduce
the population. We start with the old, because as
soon as they exceed 60-65 years, people live
longer than they produce and that costs society
dearly. Then the weak, then the useless that do not
help society because there will always be more of
them, and above all, ultimately, the stupid.
Euthanasia targeting these groups; Euthanasia will
have to be an essential tool in our future societies,
in all cases. Of course we will not be able to
execute people or build camps. We get rid of them
by making them believe that it is for their own
good. Overpopulation, and mostly useless, is
something that is too costly economically. Socially,
too, it is much better when the human machine
comes to an abrupt standstill than when it gradually
deteriorates. Neither will we be able to test millions
upon millions of people for their intelligence, you
bet that! We will find or cause something a
pandemic targeting certain people, a real economic
crisis or not, a virus affecting the old or the fat, it
doesn’t matter, the weak will succumb to it, the
fearful and stupid will believe in it and seek
treatment. We will have made sure that treatment is
in place, treatment that will be the solution. The
selection of idiots then takes care of itself: You go
to the slaughter by yourself. ” [The future of life –
Jacques Attali, 1981] Interviews with Michel
Salomon, Les Visages de l’avenir collection,
éditions Seghers. “Hope that answers your
queston.
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They more or less hit their Guinea pig target with the
help of brain dead Joe.

Gone
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recall when the ptb promised you that the  juice would not
stick around or travel to other parts of your body?

oops.

sorry  bout that it may fade but then you will boost to
regain some immune functions.

you  were played and flayed like a guppy.

 

karzai_luver
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Covid has been with us since the beginning of time.
Probably better know as the common cold. LOL!

Oldsouthernboy
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JUST TAKE VITAMIN D - 1,000–4,000 IU (25–100 mcg) of
vitamin D daily

hooligan2009
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i take 5,000 to 10,000.

desertdog
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Best Vitamin D you can get is exposure to the sun.
Way better than any supplement. I'm 61 and a tanned
sumbitch. Never got the coof. 

cbxer55
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makes sense
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Completely agree AND shed the lard. Notice the
obese were hit very hard. 
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10-4. I'm 6'2" 170 pounds. Still have a six pack
on my abs at 61. PRICELESS!
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6'4 210 pounds.. i have a 4 pack.. haha..
sports injuries from my youth make things a
little tricky

hooligan2009
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Whahahahaa man that pretty good, I fight my
weight every hour of every day,, its tough

yerfej
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And you'll still get crushed by a school bus..

Steeley
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Pardon my skepticism but if the CDC is now doing an
about face, I suspect they did so because their vax targets
have been reached. Enough people will die in the next 5
years from complications and side effects that the
population will shrink to the level they want. How many
times have conspiracy theories become conspiracy facts?
Call me crazy but time will tell.
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COVID was created. Fauci "helped" get it to where it is. 

Charge Fauci and half the CDC with war crimes for
releasing a biological weapon (even if it was a relatively
weak one).

SomeAreMoreEqual
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dude there's no covid is all a lie 

dosvydanya_freedomz
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it's just for a few weeks

just to flatten the curve

ted41776
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It was never about public health. It was always about
control of the masses, and it worked successfully beyond
their wildest dreams. All of the compliant, ignorant, sheep-
like people who went along with the ruse proved that it is
truly possible to control a seemingly free and liberty-
minded population.

NoMasIlegales
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Never forget, never forgive.

Dash8
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'...for crowing incessantly about it and alerting my
Twitter followers that I was taking pandemic
precautions.'

he fell for it hook, line and sinker.

mrtoad
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  Only if you got the non-vax.

  If "vax'ed" with the non-vaxx:  Your immune system is
damaged and can never create proper natural immunity to
any Corona virus.  You are now forever cursed with getting
a very bad case of the FLU every year even if you get the
usually useless yearly Flu vax.

  The ONLY folks being reinfected are those with the
NWO/WEF vax.

  The Russian Sputnik-V works well, but is unavailable in
the west.

whittler
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The world can live with Covid but even more importantly it
can survive without Fauci.

Peter Pan
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There was no group "think." This entire piece is just a
narrative supporting the idea no one is out to get you.
Nonsense.

So, CIA/NIAH developed covid. It was engineered to be
highly transmissible and with more research might have
been targeted more precisely. As is, it was pretty selective
in trimming back older, overweight, and otherwise
comorbid people (ie Medicare expense). Covid or its vax or
both also appear to also have the effect of reducing fertility.
The intention was likely to release this thing at some point
to trigger the Great Resent. I suspect Trump interrupted
their timing and it was released early.

My suspicion is that our regime (not China, not an
accident) released it and very likely it was an attempt to
assassinate Trump. While assassination failed, other
objectives related to Great Reset were furthered, including:

- Death/murder of elderly (witness dem govs pushing cv+
patients into long term care facilities);

- Reduce the population by impairing fertility;

- Exercising of emergency dictatorial govt powers (witness
EVERY republican gov);

- Extracting massive wealth on a global basis for a sketchy,
inadequately tested vax, which btw had been patented in
advance, and was largely ineffective except in a
psychological sense;

- Eliminating Nuremberg principles (Ron Desantis signed
legislation permitting future FORCED vax;

- Terrorizing and controlling people using fake scientific
data. Cases driven up by excessive testing and PCR
cycles, hospitalizations by recategorizing people already
there, ICU utilization by manipulating hospital workforce
and therefore beds available, deaths by changing the
definition of "covid death." It was obvious and ridiculous
what was going on. The Repub gov of TN signed an
executive order permitting the Nat Guard to literally remove
people from their homes;

- Most importantly of all, getting people accustomed to
obeying. Wear your mask, stay home, shut your business,
use this store not that store, buy this not that, no skate
boarding or basketball. DO WHAT SAY OR WE'LL BEAT
THE SHIT OUT OF YOU.

- Devastate the middle class by putti g people out of work
and destroying small businesses. Cant have people putti g
their money together to challenge current leadership. Need
to reduce wealth to keep people working;

- Globally and in our big cities, roll out the e-identity and e-
permissions for what a person can do.

To attribute all the above as just accidental fall-out of govt
group think is naive, stupid or intentional.

For us, we can now see what the plan is, though there's
likely not much we can do about the coming
impoverishment other than learning to become self-reliant...
and obeying. You can also see who your friends are...
they're not ANY politician (most especially the ones you
think are your friends) and not the medical community, who
are nowhere near as stupid as they currently look. The
medical community participated in deceiving and killing
people... not exactly the ones you want to put your trust in,
I dont care how fucking nice they are. They ALL knew what
was going on. We've known forever the media is not a
friend, now you should be definitive in that view, and you
should abandon ALL social media because it's just
manipulated crap and you have no clue what's true and
what isn't (except ZH comments which are all true, heh
heh).

bullwrinkle
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Hey hey 

My my

The bioweapon never dies

And neither do

The government lies

Hey hey

My my 

Jim in MN
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I believe jab-pusher Niel Young recently suffered
numerous health issues.
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"The final lesson we can learn from this 180 degree about
face by the CDC is that it' is okay to ask questions - even
moreso when the narrative is being dictated by unilateral
entities or overwhelming groupthink."

"Nobody took Covid seriously in December 2019 or
January 2020"  .... 

So, it's "our" fault???? 

How about a shout-out the vaxx-injured? Hmmmm ??? 

And BTW in mid-January 2020 racism and "bat-soup"
stereotyping were ongoing. I'll admit to despising Pelosi
with a vengance but she called that one right. 

How about a call for Nuremberg II to find out what really
happened and allocate responsibility accordingly? 

richarda
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Even resignation would be something.  Science
doesn’t change.

Gone
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The only place that was covering Covid seriously in
January 2019 was the Hedge 

in January while the Normies were buying Holiday
clearance items and Super bowl snacks I filled my
Costco cart with bleach paper towels and
plates, cleaners and disposable gloves and masks 

 

In March while the normies were fighting over
Charmin I filled my Costco cart with meats and
seafood that was marked way down 

 

phillyla
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Can someone alert Twitter and Facebook that it’s okay
to ask questions? They still have their “fact-checkers”
in place. 

🙄

AimeeZH
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In reality, the CDC (a cesspool of gas lighting non-
professional bureaucratic hypocrites) had no choice but to
change their protocols: (1) inoculations for COVID-19 have
dropped to ZERO; (2) therefore the difference between
vaccinated and unvaccinated person is also ZERO. The
continuation of mask mandates is the real mystery.....how
many peer-reviewed studies does it take. control, control,
control...
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i like the Rothschilde Philosophy:

Live and run your shit the way you want regardless of who
the nation’s leaders are.

paranoid.dragon
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The problem is that they want to run everybody's shit.

That's why they need to go.
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Dr. Malone wrote this morning that he discovered evidence
of a Flu/Covid Combo Vax in clinical trials right now. This is
part of the push for that, coming after the midterms,if I had
to guess. 
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For all those people that want to impose vax and
mask mandates, strip the bill of rights so they can feel
safe, and impose their acquired useful idiot "beliefs"
on the rest of society, that's probably for the best.
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Orwellian... tired of that description, why not Faucian?  This
Faucian bargain with the Devil.... a pale horse cometh...

koan
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True. We are post 1984 now.  They are onto injecting
us all with mRNA.

Gone
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Bourrian Society.  Moderna Society.  Gives them
too much publicity though.  May as well go with an
authors name.

Gone
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Faucian is good though.  Faustian.  Very similar.

Gone
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Nice word play!  Thumbs up!

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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To understand who is doing this, just ask WHO GAINS?
.......They rolled out and accelerated the same Corporate
fascist agenda that they have been running for the past 60
years. This is NOT new.

Covid was a CIA run operation for the US Corporate
fascist state;

• Shut down small business, to increase Corporate market
share.

• Reserve the ‘highlands’ of economic activity for oligarchs
only, exclude the common man from commerce. (see
highland clearances 17th 18thC)

• Shift all activities to US big tech, surveillance. state
platforms: Meetings, communications etc..

• Shift education onto google (CIA) platforms.

• Kill as many old & sick as possible for Insurance
companies profits. Incentivise hospital murder.

• Provide justification for massive Increase in QE. Dollar
protection/Dollar debasement.

• Increase size of surveillance state. Introduce Social credit
score system, via covid apps.

• Transfer risk for all drugs to users from producers. (A la
tesla 'autonomous' driving).

• Increase poverty. (incentivise work & reduced wages).

• Transfer wealth up to corporate oligarch elite.

• Increase social division.

• Destroy democracies & Test out Corporate fascist
authoritarian rule..

• Subjugate important vassal states to CIA rule. (Shift
Australia to dictatorship to keep US control in war with
China).

• Blame the real left (socialists) for all of the above.

• Associate far-right ideology with their newly discovered
love of freedom and liberty.

 

The Covid winners,

• Economic; big Corporations, Pharma, US tech giants, the
Banks, insurance companies, healthcare. New private
Education industry.

• State: The surveillance state, Authoritarian rule.

• Politically; the far right

 

The Covid losers

• Economic; small business, workers.

• State: Democracy

• Politically; the real socialist left.

 

Dieu
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The Covid winners: "Politically; the far right"

The Covid losers:the real socialist left.

-nice inversion there moshe.

bergx39
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Thought the same thing. Every winner dip shite
mentions is controlled by "the left"!

ChromeRobot
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interesting.. i was brought up to believe that
extreme left and right were the same thing - both
midnight on the political clock

hooligan2009
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theres also a big uptick in the amount of effort
on the parts of various groups to sap aggression
out of the minds of the types of people who saw
what was happening. This takes shape in:
influencers now attempting to gatekeep so
called moderate stances (as long as its a vote
for DNC) i.e Rogan, using the concept of the
Uniparty to take your all of your mental fight
away, the tried and true boomer classic "its a big
club ... " george carlin take, and others. I know
theres probably an influx of recently made
skeptic 'muh classical DNC vote forever' liberals,
but that doesn't account for all of it because
frankly the mob is incapable of it. Point is to stay
at-least mentally aggressive towards whats
happened; there should never be a forgive and
forget over any of this shit.
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agreed. heinous crimes have been committed
by politicians of all stripes as well as
CDC/FDA/NIH/NAIAD/WHO employees.

i hang on to the slim thread that at least
trump did not compel injections and had zero
medical expertise, relying on others with
apparent expertise - who of course had none.

hooligan2009
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He had at the very least the heat of the
moment in his decision making good and
bad. This also makes him incapable of
doing what needs to be done as he is
implicated.
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Gott too funny you're been pounding your keyboard
for at least 12 hours. Gott OCD ?

Physics Returns
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You're can do a decent job of sounding sane, but you
have this knack for blowing it all at the end with stuff
like "the real socialist left."

Sparehead
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NEVER WORE MASKS EVER AND NEVER WILL

RITEPOWAH
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There has never been a new virus found.  This was
proclaimed as a new and novel infection.   They postulated
that they had over 40 specific symptoms to this 'new'
infection which mimicked colds, flu's, pneumonia's and
possibly even gout 'covid toe'.   All fabricated and made up
to control the public.

 

 

The Entire Data Base of “Covid-19 Confirmed Cases” is
Invalid.

Media disinformation has prevailed  for more than two
years despite the fact that both the WHO and the CDC
(with the usual innuendos) have confirmed what was known
from the very outset in January 2020, namely that the RT-
PCR test used to justify every single policy mandate
including lockdowns, social distancing, the mask,
confinement of the labor force, closure of economic
activity, etc. was flawed and invalid. 

The WHO issued its Mea Culpa more than a year ago on
January 20, 2021. A few months later, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)  (July 21, 2021)
called for the withdrawal of the PCR test as a valid
method for detecting and identifying SARS-CoV-2.
 Moreover, the WHO in January 2020, did not possess an
isolate and purified sample of the novel 2019-nCov virus.
The Berlin Virology team (headed by Drosten):

Toxicosis

“recommended to the WHO, that in the absence
of an isolate of the 2019-nCoV virus, a similar
2003-SARS-CoV should be used as a “proxy”
(point of reference) of the novel virus”
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Thank Goodness FJB has saved us just in time for the
midterms!

spieslikeus
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word salad bar

Ghоst
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Translation: "The damage has been done. We can now
move on to the next stage of this op."

Vinividivinci
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Correction: a fake test not looking for a virus but we
pretend it does is here to stay, along with the kill shots

EmperorPrettyBoy
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"Today’s article is free because I believe its content is too
important to put behind a paywall." Translation: I couldn't
find any mugs to pay for it.

 

Dogspurt
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Bye bye then

captain noob
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Time to start pimping Pfizer's new !!!! ANTI-COVID!!! drug
that makes you much sicker than COVID!!!!!

journey80
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Now for the opinions of a bunch of morons that read ZH
and think it is real.

Fran Flintstone
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CDC speak = "We lied, we lied a lot about everything we
said about Wu Flu"

Dornier27
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Now CDC needs to cave and:

Call it Wuhan like viruses have been named in past.

Admit they are idiots and had it all wrong and are nothing
but political lap dogs and owned by big pharma.

Tell the truth that it was man made in a lab.

Rentier88
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We knew early on that the average death age in the US was
78 years old and we should only focus on the elderly.

We knew early on that masks did nothing and we have
studies going back decades regarding the efficacy of
masks with viral infections.

We knew early on that the "vaccines" didn't stop the
spread of Covid or someone from being infected.

We knew early on the policy makers, CDC, WHO, and
media were corrupt.

Vantage
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A very sobering video interview of Dr David Martin.  

Why Does Trump Keep Promoting the Vaccine?
(rumble.com)

JethroBodine_
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that was good, thanks for sharing

retired kiwi
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The UK government commissioned a study to find out how
many people would die from just the first lockdown.  From
suicides due to failed businesses over 10 - 20 years etc. 
The study found that number to be 200,000 and later
revised it to 500,000.  The government knowingly chose to
murder 500,000 people to possibly halt the spread of a
respiratory illness.  Comparing population sizes that
number for the US is 2.5 million.

2.5 million US citizens will die just from lockdowns, social
distancing, masks and all the other ridiculous rules made
up in the moment and never tried before.  Even the authors
of these policies can't say what science their decisions
were based on or how effective they were.  

2.5 million dead just so socialists can play around with
mandates and lockdowns is MASS MURDER.

NoBigDeal
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 They aint giving up any of those authorities they assumed
without a fight.

 Thats not how marxist roll.

VWAndy
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"Covid Is Here to Stay,"

Let me rephrase that, Medical tyranny is here to stay...until
it is overthrown.

DesertEagle
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No... Covid is now here to stay because govt and the
people couldn't do what was needed to eradicate it
early on.  The world is full of dummies. 

free-energy
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You can't eradicate it. Herd immunity is how we as

Thurmonster
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You can't eradicate it. Herd immunity is how we as
a species deal with viruses.
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proven fact there are no virus,s see Dr,s Cowan,
Kaufman and Lanka

retired kiwi
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They don't say COVID19 anymore, they say COVID.

Saying COVID is here to stay is like saying the common
cold is here to stay.  Of course it is.

Dropping the 19 extends the reach of pandemic hysteria. 
They want the common cold to become a 'forever
pandemic' that we're always running in fear from.

NoBigDeal
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Its nothing like the cold.  Say that to the 8 million that
have parished in the last 2 years.  

free-energy
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The official number is 6.44 million.  80% with co-
morbidities. 

Most of the people died on ventilators after being
administered drugs that cause respiratory
impairment, which is murder.

Also, perished is spelled with an E.

NoBigDeal
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well said and you are right covid is just the
common cold / flu rebranded

retired kiwi
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FIFY

The vaccines only extended the plandemic for another year
or two. 

 

dustnwind

a recognition that an estimated 95% of
Americans 16 and older have acquired some
level of immunity from being infected or were
never really susceptible to begin with
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No.  Dumb leadership and people did.  The vaccines
just flat out injured or killed you.

free-energy
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if they could only find a cure for the common
cold..................

scott157
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There is no cure for the cold and no cure for covid. 
Covid19 is much much worse and will live inside of
you forever slowly harming and killing your body.  The
cold does not do that. 

free-energy
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more absolute BS from you, you have no idea what
you are talking about

retired kiwi
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There is no such thing as a  virus. 

Grand Solar Minimum
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That's the big red pill most people aren't ready to
swallow. Louis Pasteur was a total fraud. 

Oswald's ghost
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Just stop.  You sound dumb.  Yes, viruses are real. 
Wow.

free-energy
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no scientist has ever produced an isolated sample
of any virus, they don,t exist dumbo

retired kiwi
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Settling the Virus Debate Once & for All w/ Dr. Mark Bailey
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KWmTMW7l7rPh Dr. Mark
is a vocal & eloquent critic of the prevailing germ-theory-
based narratives that are in the process of ushering in a
full-on surveillance state if humanity fails to replace those
pseudoscientific narratives with the truth: contagious
viruses have never been conclusively shown to EXIST,
much less CAUSE illness.
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Biggest lesson for me was how far and fast the obedience
went.

Truth is most don't care, most still believe we dodged a
bullet and got back on the hedotrain to hell.

Seraphimovich
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they are called sheeps, brain dead sheeps,  baa baa

retired kiwi
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Renaming the flu, sinus infections, colds, pneumonia, and
more serious things like legionnaires, Covid, had a great
effect. 

It taught the government that 75% of the population will do
whatever the government asks of them without question.
30% will become skull cracking brownshirts and relish in
their new found power to scream at the uncompliant.

Covid gave an excuse to rescue a bankrupt biotech that
government stooges invested billions in. Those same
stooges then cashed out becoming even more mega rich
when the shares of that company soared. 

The elites got to inject billions of people with a deadly shot
they claimed was a vaccine. It didn't work, because there
was nothing that shot could protect you from. Millions of
people were still going to get colds, flu, sinus infections,
and everything else that made people sick since the dawn
of time. 

Covid even allowed globalists to steal elections around the
world and force people to swallow The Agenda. They knew
people would never accept it willingly, but tell them they'll
die if they don't and that 75% will stand in line to be
slaughtered like cattle.

Now that the apparatus to steal the midterms is in place,
the CDC says Covid is over. It really means The United
States is over. The Socialist Republic of America is
confirmed.

 

adr
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Great post!

Covid was not a renaming of the flu. It was a renaming
of a cold. Cold symptoms and flu symptoms are
different. The flu can produce high fevers, aching
joints, vomiting, diarrhea. A cold does none of those
things. 
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But the kill/clot shot side effects are here to stay as well.

BlueLightning
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My whole family , vax and no vax, along with many in our
town, got the Covid Omicron last month.   It tore through
the area and just stopped.   I'm a healthy 75 and got it as
well...first flu since 1959.

One day of fever and feeling lousy as your body fights
followed by about 2 weeks of watching tennis and feeling
queasy....lots of snot as your body washes it away, mostly
loose.

The vaxxed folks were sicker longer, but we all got well. 
The teenager who lives on Mexican cokes and Dairy Queen
chicken I get him was only sick 24 hours.      Life is such
fun!!  Nobody has many answers!

Old Ladybug
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I want to see Truth Commissions, accountability,
punishment, retribution.

And legal assurances passed that fascist corporate/state
authoritarian Administrative State Medical Tyranny cannot
be repeated.

mtumba
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There are reasons we are not seeing this.

 

They systems that would allow this are under control
of the people behind the scam.

desertdog
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bingo.

There are suggestions that their remaining time
may be limited.

Time will tell.

mtumba
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Hold it right there! You can't say it is over. mask mandates
and lockdowns are very essential to get a stayemee check.
How am I supposed to pay for my groceries? Let us think
about the children who need the boosters and grandma
who needs protection.

We are in this together!!

Zambasics
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The Wu Flu is the new Flu.

Radioactive
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Always was.

Gone
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0.1%

Gone
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Pelosi was heavily invested in fortune cookies at the time. 

Jeremyfromtheblock1
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"come to Chinatown"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIlwgy9aTHQ

Sparehead
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So now the worthless flu vaccine will be replaced with the
toxic gene therapy shots.

LeadPipeDreams
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I had the flu shot once and got flu.  The NHS ceased
to exist for me as they pushed their mRNA
experiment.  Didn’t like them much to start with.

Gone
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I get something now I either get better or I die.

Gone
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Do you have to wear a butt mask to prevent the
monkeypox?

Hocusbocus
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Wear adult diapers like Joe.

JayPowell
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Which brand do you recommend? You've been
pounding your OCD driven keyboard for hours

Physics Returns
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it was all an orchestrated money grab .. everyone can see
that .. unfortunately some otherwise healthy folks died in
the process

behind the curtain
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Neither common sense nor capitalism exist in America
today so its unlikely that either one had anything to do with
the decisions. More likely it is a temporary reprieve in
hopes of improving their outcome in the coming election.
Once the election is over, regardless of who wins, it will be
ramped back up again. It might be a new "variant", it might
be monkeypox.....might be something completely different.

They might simply bring all the mandates back without any
explanation, simply pretend that they never opened back
up, and flush this whole story down the collective memory
hole.

Brushy
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It is light switch easy, and imo they want the
population to know it too. There was been ZERO
blowback, none. Some stern conversations sure.
Rand Paul whining to Fauci. Nothing.

bergx39
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Mask it or casket.

atticaflinch
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I’m not masking and I’m not in a casket either so silly
slogan.  I had it at the beginning.  It was a cough for a
week.

Gone
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There was also "red graves lead to blue waves"
among the moronic slogans. I wonder how many of
those morons are still posting their fantasies about a
die off of unvaxxed "covidiots".

Sparehead
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Surprised those weren't on bumper stickers with
the other mindless claptrap: "Co-Exist". "Be Kind".
"Peace. Back By Popular Demand".

Bostwick9
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I hate those stupid coexist stickers, and always
on the bumper of some spiritually adrift, rabidly
anti-Christian wokester.

Sparehead
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Take the jab, get the slab. 

The Worlds Gone Mad
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FIFY.

LeadPipeDreams

"The Cold and Flu Are Here to Stay, suckas!" CDC
Concedes After Two Years Of Orwellian Hysteria
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Still haven’t worn one.  

Gone
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Breathing easy since birth.  

Gone
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I see one more fyken article on covid ill puke my spleen
through my sphincter enough already ffs

aloha-snackbar
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They hardly ever write about it. They need to write
MORE about it. This is not over. 

AimeeZH
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Fyk off…

aloha-snackbar
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Can’t please all the people all the time.

Gone
%

%
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you will be living with the fallout for decades if you live
that long.

they have screwed the pooch bigly.

karzai_luver
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The covid con is the most diabolical crime in human history
since the genocide is global. It's ongoing crimes against
humanity and premediated murder! How many "sudden
deaths"  daily? At least 6 today off the national wires that
we know of plus many "died suddenly" in the local obituary
news. It's genocide out in the open. Thousands of lawsuits
shut the murderers down for now. Listen to Holocaust
survivor Vera Sharav of Alliance for Human Research
Protection being interviewed on RFK, Jrs. Children's Health
Defense TV:

https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/tea-
time/1ON2SrI5uA

These murderers should be in jail.  Now 1 in 3 youth have
heart disease and that bastard CEO of Moderna (I think) is
still out there on Twitter saying all "need to get shots like
we buy i phones". 

InfiniteIntellRules
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So, they are still trying to work the same old bull shit.  I
don't buy it and will not be participating.  If the sheep want
to, that's fine, they can die off from the vaxx and leave
more room for the intelligent and aware!

The Vel
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Me neither.  You jab and mask yourself if you want to.
 I tell my family I’m the designated survivor.

Gone
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Somebody has to look after the baby.

Gone
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Not coming for him yet.

Gone
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Where is dogspurt now? Moron.

yogy999
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she's still wearing her tinfoil hat, living in fear of covid.

desertdog
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Laying on the living room floor, convulsing after it's
fifth death jab.

fuct
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Progressives peddle lies and then will do ANYTHING
to avoid the results in case they might have to face up
to the failure of their policy mistakes. 

yerfej
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Still spurting all over you, and you love it, you slut...

Dogspurt
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Stop posting your dirty pillow talk with SolarTard on
here....disgusting.

GoodyGumdrops
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Greta Massetti, a CDC epidemiologist came right out
and said it last week:

“We know that Covid-19 is here to stay. High levels of
population immunity due to vaccination and previous
infection, and the many tools that we have available to
protect people from severe illness and death, have put
us in a different place.”

 

NOT TRUE IS ALL A SCAM/CON  

dosvydanya_freedomz
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Ya think??!! Particularly if you are retarded enough to buy
into the whole "It came from a pangolin, or maybe the wet
market" idiocy. That means it ALREADY CROSSED THE
SPECIES BARRIER YOU MORON!

What? Did you realistically think they were going to
"vaccinate" every single living thing on Earth?

I may have been born at night, but I wasn't born last night.

Some people's kids...   

currentsitguy
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its all bs dude. they changed the narrative multiple
times from mask wearing to how "lethal" this thing
"was" lol

 

i remember watching peak prosperity tell their
audience how infections this "virus" was including
how people from the same building were giving it to
each other via the A/C  LOLOL

dosvydanya_freedomz
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Yeah. Nothing with a 0.26% mortality rate is
"deadly". More people die from sudden
anaphylaxis from common food items each year.

currentsitguy
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Undoubtedly Chris Martenson lost clout and
reputation with his rampant fear-mongering.   He
most certainly lost my respect for calling himself a
scientist who abandoned skepticism of the
government and his clear lack of critical thinking. 
He caved into the propaganda like an infant looking
for the soother.

Toxicosis
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Much of the Internet has essentially been erased at this
point. 

If you don’t understand what I am talking about, here’s a
great YouTube video that was produced by a guy named
Jimmy Corsetti.  I would encourage you to share his
video with everyone that you can, because he does a
great job of breaking all of this down.

LEEPERMAX
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Were still under Emergency status and trump still gave the
dept of health and human services to FEMA, under EO.

Scornd
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Just wow.

JayPowell
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Spoke to a kid yesterday who was telling us how he got
sick with a cold for 1 whole month. Yeah, guess what
happens when you isolate for a long time, your immune
system goes way down. At least he acknowledged this.

HC-CZ
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Nothing beats a clear plastic bag, sealed tight at the neck.

Snidely
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So, this loser was scared of the coof for 6 months, and he’s
bragging about that? 
 

The CDC and government know that people don’t believe
the lies anymore, and people aren’t getting the BS vaxx
anymore. The midterms are coming up, they want the coof
to be forgotten, and now they want to focus on how trump
is a domestic terrie who stole nuclear codes, or something
like that. 
 

DO NOT FORGET!!!!!

Millennial Falcon
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The Corona End Game. Addendum

The Olympics Rituals of 1992/2012 "Predicted" The Corona
Operation

Normally I’d brush this off as crazy but … is it? The imagery
is downright prescient. Creepy. 

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/the-corona-end-
game-addendum

AimeeZH
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See - there is plenty of OIL to save the US/EU economies
but the Rothschids REFUSE to pay in 'regional' currencies
like the Iranian RIAL ! 

Rothschilds will NEVER pay in 'regional' currencies which
the 148 nations that have joined the BRI as well as the
BRICS countries now DEMAND !

The coming crisis will have NO precedent ! 

NOBODY wants the Rothschilds $US or the Rothschilds
EURO anymore ! 

JackOliver2
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They can bring it back at any time. That's the real power
flex. But few will go along with it.

I also expect corporations to bring back the vax mandate
so they don't have to pay severance while downsizing.

councilof9
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When recession hits big pharma are defensive stocks.

Lots of vaccines to sell.

Wisp
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347 million unused doses here

COVID-19 Vaccine Tracker | European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control (europa.eu)

and 193 million unused doses here

CDC COVID Data Tracker: Vaccinations in the US

just those two countries/regions have 540 million
unused doses - they make up around one eighth of
global doses administered globally.

hooligan2009
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In this era, I think funeral homes/services are likely the
better bet.

mtumba
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One thing on which I must disagree with you author.  Most
of the time, government gets things wrong.  

Chattycathy
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i disagree.

when do they get anything right?

desertdog
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repost - the RT-PCR test used to diagnose cases and
deaths is false test - AKA FRAUD

Review report Corman-Drosten et al. Eurosurveillance 2020
– CORMAN-DROSTEN REVIEW REPORT
(cormandrostenreview.com)

"External peer review of the RTPCR test to detect
SARS-CoV-2 reveals 10 major scientific flaws at the
molecular and methodological level: consequences for
false positive results.

In case of virus detection, >35 cycles only detects signals
which do not correlate with infectious virus as determined
by isolation in cell culture [reviewed in 2]; if someone is
tested by PCR as positive when a threshold of 35 cycles or
higher is used (as is the case in most laboratories in Europe
& the US), the probability that said person is actually
infected is less than 3%, the probability that said result is a
false positive is 97% "

hooligan2009
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" Covid is here to stay " ........ means that the cold and flu
symptoms that COMPLETELY DISAPPEARED from the
face of the earth and moved over for the definition of C-19
to take the place of......... CAN NOW BE ALLOWED TO
COME BACK........ and it shall be called the generic name
of " Covid " !
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It seems like it was only three years ago that we were all
wondering what was up with the decade plus of Zombie
predictive programming.

I heard the Walking Dead is still going too. If you've never
seen it, it's primarily a LGPEDO+ and interracial soap opera
(with zombies).

Sparehead
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the walking dead = the vaxxed, or brandon or soros or
gates or schwab or pelosi et al - all animated
cadavers with nothing of value for anyone

hooligan2009
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It is the Flu22

t386466966
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I wonder if this was a vaxxident....

Baby dies after semi crashes into home; driver 'torn up'
- https://fox11online.com/news/local/semi-crashes-into-
home-on-green-valley-road-police-ask-drivers-to-avoid-
area-traffic-home-residence-semi-tractor-trailer

Here's a follow up story where it says "the driver fainted
due to a medical condition" -
https://www.nbc26.com/news/local-news/report-released-
on-fatal-crash-that-killed-baby-boy-in-vinland-home

GoodyGumdrops
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You'll know for sure when it is determined that the
medical condition arises from "unknown cause"
following booster...

mtumba
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In another article I read, the truck driver's daughter
said he had 30 years of safe driving, and now he
suddenly has a medical condition that caused him
to faint. Just makes you wonder.

GoodyGumdrops
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VideoEng_NC
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Have been losing work right & left through all of this,
another booked tour just blew away like a fart in the wind
(will probably not ever work in NYC again, maybe not such
a bad thing...).  It's not over people, there's plenty of
evidence it's just getting started.  Wonder if those IRS jobs
require a jab...
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I predicted the return of papa smurf in 2022.

tankman
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The virus adapted so it would survive.  That's what they
do.  Any epidemiologist knows this.  It can't be so deadly
that it kills off all of it's hosts.  Being more contagious
but less lethal keeps it going...whether you're vaccinated or
not. 

There is ZERO scientific evidence that your case is less
severe because you're vaccinated.  Your case is less severe
because Omicron BA.5 is less severe...but they WILL NOT
tell you this because they don't want to diminish their
"vaccine power".

Anonymous Sources
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Even if they were truth tellers "severity" is a relative
term, everyone defines severity differently. So even if
they weren't liars there would be no way to make a
claim about vaccines and severity.

Mr. Lahey Lives On
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When you lose SNL …

 Even ‘Saturday Night Live’ has awakened to mandate
madness (VIDEO)

https://nypost.com/2022/02/28/even-saturday-night-live-
has-awakened-to-mask-madness/

AimeeZH
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The censors are deleting prior comments deemed
unacceptable after one posts and it's accepted.

Doubling down on censorship now.

MOU

MASTER OF UNIVERSE
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Anything you post MOUSeless is unadulterated
garbage....they're doing you a favor....be thankful

Physics Returns
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I dont think Ive ever had a comment deleted here...not
100% sure though

Brushy
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SCORE 12373

Slice it, Lice.

MOU

MASTER OF UNIVERSE
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MOUseless proving the point every post

Physics Returns
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Orwellian Dipwads.  I was following Covid before it even
had a name and the only people reporting on it were alt-
tech Chinese oriented news sources.  It was obvious that it
was going to go everywhere and be endemic from the
start.  They knew this as well, but pushed this BS purely for
the power play.

RedDwarf
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For the Billion$.

surroundedbyijits
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bourla has the coof?

hahahahaha

how many  jabs has he taken?

hahahahahahaa

hahahahahaa

ahahahahaahaha

 

karzai_luver
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He already answered that question.

JayPowell
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i never listen to the fools like fraudci and the cdc or
the drug pushers so i am sure it was moar.

hahahahahaa

 

karzai_luver
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0 he's taken 0. Because he's so altruistic. 

JayPowell
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So it's crossed species again..to amphibians?

Sparehead
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Let’s call it what it was, the virus was made in a lab, it got
out (I doubt it was intentionally released). Once the left
realized it was hurting trump’s reelection, they went full
covid nazi and pushed the fear to 20. The rest of the world
follows the US lead and does the same (not because of
trump, but because they follow the leader). Once the
election was over, they started putting it back in the bag,
but they couldn’t do it all at once. A few times they tried to
reimplement the controls, after all they have a midterm to
steal and mail in ballots are super easy to cheat, but they
just couldn’t as rhe public pushed back. 

ponyboy96
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I believe nothing is of coincidence, everything is
planned according to the outcomes pre-gamed
already.

Hookers_and_Drugs_get_Cheaper_with_Inflation
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Nah, you’re giving them too much credit. They
aren’t that smart.

ponyboy96
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that's exactly what happened

Dull Care
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An effort by the CDC and their drug industry influencers to
ease off a bit, hoping it will cause the investigators to peter
out?

PeterLong
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Covid Hoax will be pulled out occasionally to subdue the
masses 

Any uprising in any western nation will see an outbreak of
Covid.

Portal
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Plenty of new "variants"  that will cause soaring "case
counts".  Get tested today to find out if you're an ASS
(asymptomatic super spreader).

Now Voyager
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/ze1Ycyy59Ibs/

WATCH IT

SPREAD FAR AND WIDE

Moron Tagger
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Why didn’t the CDC tell consumers the best defense is a
strong immune system and how to build one. The jab
actually did just the opposite. It weakened peoples natural
immunity. Natural immunity was the proper path from day
one. I researched what worked and what did not during the
Spanish Flu and I practiced those habits. Did it help, I do
not know but I do know my natural immunity was not
altered by some synthetic alteration 

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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seattle turned into a place a dispair

thousands of homeless pitched tents in the middle of
intersections in major citiesz

businesses boarded up ALL the stores and closed.

 

there wasnt any toilets

 

so peolpe started pissing and shting everywhere, you had
girls hopping outof line in the drive thrus pissing in the
dumpsters while ordering foods. the area around
dumpsters was piles of elite rich poop

 

 

 

wtftech
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Elite poop good. Homeless poop bad.

 

PolarGibson
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Seattle is a lawless cesspool - and became so over
years of extremist, whackjob rule by perverts and
Democrats.

Festus
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Everytime the US went into a recession, some economist,
or academic wrote a paper on how many people the
economic conditions killed.  So far, the Obama Depression
leads the pack. 

I have found nothing on the Fauci Super Depression.

 

Festus
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And what about this 1984 masterpiece:

The First Known Case Of Human To Dog Monkeypox
Transmission Has Been Detected At Gay Couple Who Lives
Together- The Way The Poor Animal Has Been Infected
Speaks Volumes

Monkeypox is like that chemical that shows you who peed
in the pool.
Reading the story is bad enough… really don’t want to
ponder on how. Other than it being kinda obvious…

https://www.rightjournalism.com/the-first-known-case-of-
human-to-dog-monkeypox-transmission-has-been-
detected-the-way-the-poor-animal-has-been-infected-
speaks-volumes/

 

 

ProudAmerican_MO
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remember also that when you visit our fair city of san
franciso, you do not need to wear a condom in public

but we do recommend that you wear band-aids on the
lining of your rectom and throat when you visit our many
wonderful bath houses, especially if you are younger than
15

love and health,
nancy pee

wilsonEdwards
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Here's some more deep state fuckery trying to set the
narrative that it's Trump supporters attacking America. Let
me guess, the dirty bomb will go off in NYC? 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/08/latest-fbi-
bullsht-trump-supporters-threatening-set-off-dirty-bomb-
mar-lago-raid/

chubbar
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Trump is no hero....he is a billionaire crook like the rest
of them

Dieu
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Next time he will stay on message and not get
played.  He will appoint an outstanding attorney
general and not make everything about him.  He
will ignore the noise and recognize the real
message.  He will surround himself with good
advisors and recognize when they are giving him
good information.  He will understand that he isn't
going to be deferred to just because he is president
and that he has to demand that his orders are
treated like orders and not suggestions.  

 

He will do everything he didn't do before.

Now Voyager
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Is he a goof ball? Sure. But for many people Trump
actually likes the country and believes in the
common people. Is that accurate? I am not sure
but I think they might be right. The REALITY is the
current regime HATES the common people
because they're elitist and are sure THEY'RE the
new royalty. The best thing would be to shut down
washington as THAT would have the maximum
benefit for the commoners by putting the
washington elites OUT of business. 

yerfej
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TLDR

Jailtheinsiders
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Distrust in politicized, over-funded, media-hyped "science"
is here to stay. 

Gab Timov
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Covid could have been eradicated in 3 months if govt knew
what it was doing and didn't try to profit from it.  The
4 biggest reasons why covid is now here to stay.

1)  Should have locked down until the end of August 2020. 
You never open up when cases drop.  That is just stupidity.

2) Should not have bowed to pressure from the business
community and opened doors.  Those asshats were all
about $$ and helped spread the virus to millions more
people within every continent.

3) All the anti-maskers should have been squashed instead
of buying into their bs.  Anyone that says mask don't work
is FOS.  The ONLY time we saw cases drop in the initial
stages of this virus was when people separated and wore
masks.  And, I'm talking about good masks, not cloth or a
bandanna BS that most of the dummies wore.

4) How in the world can a country like the US not make
their own masks, vitamins, medicines here??  This is
criminal and very unsafe for the US.  Masks couldn't even
be bought because our govt was not prepared in any way.

This virus will be with us for thousands of years now.  It will
come and go and continue to kill millions because people
are selfish, dumb and greedy. 

free-energy
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There have been numerous studies into the
effectiveness of lock downs and masks world wide,
but I doubt you could ever see the truth.

Thurmonster
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Those studies are paid bs.  SCIENCE proves
masks are very effective if the PROPER mask is
worn.  Most of the dummies in the US were
wearing bandanna's for christ sake.  

free-energy
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what absolute BS there are no virus,s wake up

retired kiwi
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I didn't get the "non vax" vax. I got covid , I'm old ,but
tough. Sick for about 5 days. "Sick" meaning one day of
fever,sort of weird stomach stuff, coughing up some green
snot for about four days and a little brain fog for the last
couple of days after the one day fever abruptly departed on
the second night. Spoiler alert, I did take the full regime of
Hydroxychloroquine and Z-Pack anti biotics from America's
Front Line Doctors. All this has done is increase my natural
immunity and made me hate the frickin' ChiComs even
more and their minions in the seats of  power over this
once great nation, ie Congress, Senate, POTUS etc.

Theo P Neustic
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sounds like you had the flu

retired kiwi
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The chicom flu. I don't know, how do you ever
know when the tests are so unreliable. I did test
positive as did the people who gave it to me.  It
definitely was different than anything I've ever had
before but any sickness is pretty rare for me and
I've never actually had  the "flu" before. 

Theo P Neustic
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So the unvaccinated have reached parity with the
vaccinated?

Hippie
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Trump protesters in front of the FBI Phoenix office were
wearing masks.

Heroic Couplet
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panti-fa and libtard insurgents 

hooligan2009
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They are trying to win an election in case the cheating
doesn't work.  If that happens energy will be scarce and
viruses/mandates will be plentiful going into the next
presidential election.

KropDick
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Now on to the real news. It appears that the FBI siezed
Trump's passports while confiscating documents illegally
possessed, some top secret ones at that, at Trump's Mar a
Lardo resort. It appears the FBI wanted to prevent an
exodus from the US in the event charges are filed and
prosecution ensues.

Charlie D Johnson
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Trump declassified all of the docs. Story over. 

Anca1
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Sorry, but declassification is an impossibility after
he left office. He does not have that authority.
Better luck next time. And oh, the "story" has just
begun.

Charlie D Johnson
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It's all over the news that Trump declassified the
documents before he left office. Please explain
why you were unaware of that fact. Is it that you
limit yourself to the network cabal? Left wing
websites?

Or do you simply parrot what your boss tells
you?  

Kelley
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polly likes his crackers

desertdog
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what charges warranted the seizing of passports?
what was in the affidavit?

you have no idea. 

for you the process is the punishment - use whatever
jerrymandered process works to hurt an opponent -
and then walk away and pretend you did no wrong
when you are proven to be a malicious instigator.

hooligan2009
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THESE MASKED PSYCHOS ARE GOING TO DRIVE ME
INSANE! -
https://www.bitchute.com/video/h4bAtC6JggBK/ (44
seconds)

GoodyGumdrops
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The biggest lesson of this shitshow for me was how quickly
and far the obedience went. People were basically ready to
get injected on demand no questions asked, mask up and
persecute anyone who disagreed with any of it.  

Truth is most don't care. Most of my normie friends believe
that we kinda dodged a bullet and just kept on riding the
hedotrain to hell.

Seraphimovich
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It was always about getting to a level of immunity that
Covid spikes would no longer overwhelm hospitals.

Now we also have good anti-virals. That's why this is now
in the rear view mirror.

 

youshallnotkill
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It's in the rear view because the majority stopped
giving a shit when they realized it was hype and the
death count was inflated to scare the gullible and the
stupid.

Frackle
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HahaHAHAHA

ipso_facto
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We have been on divert and high occupancy warnings
for months, and not due to Covid, due to lack of staff.

Welcome to third world healthcare, pal.

MeLurkLongtime
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Why do you think staff left in droves, genius?

youshallnotkill
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Not due to covid spikes 'overwhelming'
hospitals.

Why do you think we have a staff shortage? 
Could it be that many retired early to avoid being
jabbed? Why yes, that may just be it.

 

 

MeLurkLongtime
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lol - you guys are hopeless.

youshallnotkill
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True the Vote found 1.8 million election workers were on a
server in Wuhan, China. Coincidently that's the same place
the virus came out of. Do you believe in coincidences? 

So the CCP was using this data base to blackmail and/or
pay off election workers here in the US and they interfered
with our elections, which is an act of war.

Why isn't this top of the fold news everywhere? Well,
because the FBI is covering it up and now investigating the
folks at True the Vote!

https://creativedestructionmedia.com/investigations/2022/0
8/15/breaking-true-the-vote-releases-information-given-to-
fbi-months-ago-china-has-information-on-1-8-million-us-
election-workers-on-server-in-wuhan/

chubbar
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What's a CCP server?

captain noob
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tik tok.. or me wee .. or huawei (wahway!) or amzn
or goog or msft.. pretty well any app that has any
hardware made in china linked via 5g and GPS,
including all US defence system hardware, like
missiles and such?

hooligan2009
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Strains of Covid were reported in the 19th century. Yeah, I'd
say it's going to stick around.

RanditeMan
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Reported by juice? lolz   Isaac jewton?

Cult of the Sun
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Juice Newton perhaps.

cbxer55
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Yessir, back then we had horse-drawn PCR tests, the
electron microscopes ran on coal, and you had to
walk up hill both ways to get your death jabs. And all
this happened before the Rockefellers took over
medicine and created the witchcraft known as
virology.

Sparehead
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Coronavirus’s have been around forever. 

The Worlds Gone Mad
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yep, as long as colds and flus

cor·ona·virus

[kəˈrəʊnəˌvʌɪrəs]

NOUN

medicine

1. any of a group of RNA viruses that cause a
variety of respiratory, gastrointestinal, and
neurological diseases in humans and other
animals.

hooligan2009
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there are no virus,s, proven fact

retired kiwi
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Does this mean the US will finally drop its absurd and
highly discriminatory ban on unvaccinated visitors from
other countries from entering the country?

Jax_
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Why the fuck would I want to enter the mother of all
banana republics?

Btw, make the empire great again.

Darth Cheney 2024

MEGA

Snidely
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I've never been to the US, nor do I have any plans
to do so anytime soon. That said, I still don't like
the fact unvaccinated people are banned from
entering. Some people have families there, others
may wish to conduct business and so on. Nobody
should have to take the poison in order to do so.

Jax_
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monkey lives matter!

hooligan2009
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https://odysee.com/@QuantumRhino:9/mRNA-Vaccine-
Genocide-2021-2022--Testimonies-from-the-Victims-and-
Medical-Staff:7
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No comment ...

on my own

Quadruple-vaxxed Pfizer CEO gets Covid-19

The CEO of Pfizer has tested positive for Covid-19,
he revealed in a series of tweets on Monday. The
drug giant’s chief executive added that he was
taking his company’s antiviral, Paxlovid, slipping in
some free advertising for the pricey new pill.

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-
news/pfizer-ceo-albert-bourla-tests-positive-covid-
rcna43134
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Are they saying that this "pandemic" will never end?

Radioactive

"Covid Is Here to Stay," CDC Concedes After Two
Years Of Orwellian Hysteria
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Yup

south40_dreams
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This is proof murikans can achieve whatever
they put their collective mind into. First, they triumphed
over Grenada, now they triumph over covid masking
mandate differences between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals.

Lord del Taco
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We'll henceforth stop the Trillions in arterial bleeding and
return to recognizing seasonal flu virus strains.

ConanTheLibertarian
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Flu miraculously makes a reappearance this winter.

Gone
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Yeah, but see above. They'll be vaxxing you for
Covid in your flu shot.

surroundedbyijits
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Not me.  Not having a flu shot.  Only way they
get me into anywhere like that is if I collapse in
the street.

Gone
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The mindless sheep will adopt their new NPC programing
without question and go on about their business of getting
sick and dying of circulatory problems, cancers, "SADS", or
just "cause unknown".
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Based on COVID-19 ‘messenger’ RNA or mRNA
vaccines, the new flu vaccines could better protect
people from multiple types of flu. First up for testing: older
people.

Moderna has created a new vaccine that aims to provide
combined protection against both flu and COVID-19,
including the most recent variants of COVID-19

(The clinical trial director) expects to start testing
Moderna’s combined flu/COVID-19 vaccine in the late
summer or early fall.

Sounding the Alarm: Normalizing the Jab with Lies
(substack.com)
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It is time for the CDC to hire some real scientists. The
scientific evidence was in as of January 2022. The
mRNA stays in the lymph nodes producing protein for
60+ days.

Let’s be clear, there needs to be a national apology for
those scientists and physicians that have been
bringing up to date, scientifically correct information
to the public. The CDC, FDA, NIAID and NIH have not
been doing their job. They have been hiding data,
lying, omitting scientific facts. We know this, and
even the New York Times has published on this in
February, 2022.

The CDC and the FDA need to be brought to heel
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I agree with all that except for the apology...unless
it's delivered during their Nurnberg II trial.
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It's time for the functions (supposedly) performed
by these two agencies to be taken out of the hands
of the US government which has proved itself far
too corrupt to be allowed anywhere near them.
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"Not dead yet? Come get the newest jab with twice
the toxic content. It's the bestest one yet!"

Sparehead
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After all, the media follows the truth

Wow.

I sure hope there aren't too many people who are still that
deluded, at least around here.
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Greta Massetti, a CDC epidemiologist came right out
and said it last week:

High school Biology students knew that from the get-go. 

(Do they still teach Biology in high school? You gotta know
how to identify the women & the sooner the better.)

surroundedbyijits

“We know that Covid-19 is here to stay
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Yeah, no shit. Where do I go to pick up my honorary degree
from the college of science?

Gyromancer
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The University of BitChute?

Dogspurt
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You don't want to recommend your alma mater,
Fraudci ass?

Sparehead
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Come on man. Event 201& Bill Gates banker & pharma
bros said minimum 5 years. Longer if the people will roll
over to government force and allow it.

pparalegal
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